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Time to turn the page
After sustaining months of ordeal caused by the Omicron
variant, it is heartening to see that the fifth wave of COVID-19
is slowly retreating after infecting the bulk of the population.
According to modelling work done by some medical experts,
up to four millions have been infected and herd immunity
has already been built locally. After paying the price, the
city now sees the hope of a gradual return to normality.
With the Government announcing a 3-month plan for
phased relaxation of the social distancing requirements, the
Institution’s operations and services started to resume more
functional from late April. Provided that the epidemic shows
no signs of rebound and the downward trend continues, we
are looking forward to the lifting of the lockdown that we
have all experienced for some time already.
Whilst normal life is getting back on track, we are not losing
sight of what is in store in the years ahead. For developing
Hong Kong into a technology and innovation hub, and with
mega development projects such as the Northern Metropolis
and Lantau Tomorrow Vision in the pipeline, there is a valid
concern on whether there will be sufficient engineering
professionals to meet the demand for accomplishing the
development blueprint. The HKIE considers it imperative
to assist in studying the problems and offering advice to
alleviate the situation. To this end, we have set up a Task
Force with active participation by young members of the
President’s Protégée Club to conduct a detailed study on
the foreseeable workload and local engineering manpower
supply in the coming decades. The Task Force has identified
a vicious circle within the engineering industry driving
down efficiency and productivity. As a major deliverable,
the Task Force has issued their research report entitled

“Research on Augmenting Engineer Manpower to Cope
with the Foreseeable Surge in Demand” which also contains
recommendations for improvements in five key areas.
With the objective of ensuring quality infrastructure and
public works, the Institution reckons that the Government’s
prevailing principle of “best value for money” might have
led to the persisting award of public works contracts
and consultant agreements with tendered prices being
significantly lower than that allowed in the original
pre-tender estimates. To guard against the adverse
consequences damaging further the core of the engineering
profession, a team of the Task Force has also complied a
research report entitled “Research on Procurement Policy
Review for Works Contracts and Consultancy Contracts”
highlighting the current procurement policy and proposals
for enhancements. This, together with the report on
engineering manpower, has been sent to both the Financial
Secretary and the Secretary for Development appealing for
their review with relevant bureaus and departments.
Taking the opportunity to meet with the Chief Executive
Candidate Mr John Lee Ka-chiu on 13 April 2022 at an
Election Committee Zoom Forum relating to land, housing
and construction, the President shared the Institution’s
visions and recommendations for Hong Kong’s future,
including the findings made in the above two reports. Upon
Mr Lee’s request, copies of the reports were then delivered
to the Candidate’s Campaign Office for his perusal whilst
he was in the process of mapping out his manifesto for the
development of Hong Kong. The HKIE is contented that we
can play our part in starting a new chapter for our beloved
city.
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President's Protégé Scheme
The President's Protégé Scheme has been very successful
and well-received since its launch in Session 2009/2010. Over
the years, the Scheme has not only provided an opportunity
for young engineers to gain insights into the work of senior
industry figures, but also offered a valuable opportunity

Independent Commission Against Corruption (ICAC) have
jointly developed e-learning materials for members in the
construction industry, including two modules of E-learning
course and online feature articles. These can also be
accessed through the HKIE website.

for them to build a solid foundation for their future career
development. The Scheme for Session 2022/2023 will be
open for application in mid-July 2022. Please stay tuned for
further details on the HKIE website.

Update on City Dress-up Photo
Competition - “Engineering Hong Kong’s
Bright Future”
Being a part of the City Dress-up Programme for the

HKIE Mentorship Scheme
The Task Force on HKIE Membership Application has
launched the Mentorship Scheme (the Scheme) in
April 2022. The objective of the Scheme is to offer
encouragement and mentor-to-mentee support for
non-Corporate Members or other target participants to
become a Member of The Hong Kong Institution of Engineers
(MHKIE) or an Associate Member of the HKIE (AMHKIE),
or existing Members seeking Additional Discipline. With
individual guidance from a Mentor, the Scheme aims
at enhancing Mentees’ understanding of the admission
requirements of the MHKIE/AMHKIE/Additional Discipline
application. The duration of the Scheme for individual
Mentees will normally be within two years.
A Mentor Briefing and a Launching Webinar were conducted
online on 9 and 23 April respectively with positive feedback.
Corporate Members or Associate Members meeting the
requirements are invited to become voluntary Mentors of the
Scheme. Information about the Scheme including mentor
registration and mentee application is available at the HKIE
website.

Trainee of the Year Award 2022 - Call for
nominations
The Trainee of the Year Award was established in 1993 by
the HKIE to recognise outstanding achievements of Scheme
“A” trainees. Registered Scheme “A” trainees whose nominal
training period lies within 1 September 2021 and 31 August
2022 are eligible to apply for the Award. Nominations for
the Award are now open until 31 August 2022. For details,
please visit the HKIE website at https://hkie.org.hk/en/quali/
traineeoftheyearaward.

E-learning materials for professional
ethics and corruption prevention
The Hong Kong Institution of Engineers and the Hong Kong
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Business Ethics Development Centre (HKBEDC) of the
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Celebration of the 25th Anniversary Celebrations of the
Establishment of the HKSAR, the City Dress-up Photo
Competition - “Engineering Hong Kong’s Bright Future” has
been launched for submissions to two categories - Student
Member and Member of 35 years of age or below. To
encourage members to take part in this meaningful event
by showcasing Hong Kong’s infrastructure and engineering
achievements as well as the vitality of the engineering
industry through photography, participation is now extended
to all HKIE members. For details, please refer to the HKIE
website: http://hkie.org.hk/photocompetition2022.

UPDATE

Opening of an inclined lift in
Kwai Chung
On 6 April 2022, an inclined lift between Tai Wo Hau Road

Hing MTR Station. The inclined lift provides an additional

and Wo Tong Tsui Street in Kwai Chung, the first of its kind

transport link for the local population, which is convenient,

constructed by the HKSAR, opened to the public on

comfortable, safe and environmentally friendly. This inclined

a 24-hour basis. The total population served, both

lift is designed by Mannings (Asia) Consultants Limited

residential and commercial, including people working at

and constructed by Hung Yip - Geotech JV under the

community facilities and schools in the area, is around

management of Highways Department.

65,000. In the past, before the opening of the inclined lift,
other than by means of cars/vehicles, pedestrians had to
go up and down a staircase of about 120 steps built on
a steep slope between Tai Wo Hau Road and Wo Tong
Tsui Street in order to access Kwong Fai Circuit and Kwai

6
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This article is contributed by
Mannings (Asia) Consultants Limited
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Funded by the Innovation and Technology Bureau, CNERC
is the only designated Research Centre to promote
technological innovations and engineering applications in
construction in Hong Kong. The primary objectives of CNERC
are:
•

to promote sustainable infrastructure development in
Hong Kong and various parts of China, especially the
Greater Bay Area; and

•

to promote advances in structural engineering on modern
steel construction, in particular effective use of high
strength steel in construction.

Through technical collaboration with the Development
Bureau of the HKSAR Government, the Construction Industry
Council and various professional institutions in Hong Kong,
CNERC supports the Hong Kong Construction Industry to

Effective
use of high
strength
S690 to
S960 steel in
construction

work with:
•

the Chinese iron and steel industry to demonstrate
effective use of high-quality Chinese steel materials
overseas; and

•

the Chinese steel construction industry to participate in
Hong Kong and international construction projects which
are designed and specified to international engineering
and management practice.

Hence, through the work of CNERC, a level playing field is
established according to prevailing international practice as
well as innovative engineering technology so that high quality
Chinese steel materials are readily adopted for construction
projects specified to international standards. As such, the
Chinese steel construction industry is able to compete
technically in the international construction markets.
In 2020, out of a total 1.8 billion metric tonnes of steel
produced worldwide, 1.0 billion metric tonnes were produced
in China (https://www.worldsteel.org/), comprising 56.5% of
world production (Figure 1). The average unit price of Chinese
steel in 2021 was estimated to range from HK$8,000 to

8

By Ir Prof K F CHUNG

HK$10,000 per tonne. Together with an estimated workforce of

Chinese National Engineering Research Centre for
Steel Construction (Hong Kong Branch) (CNERC)
was established in October 2015 at The Hong Kong
Polytechnic University under the Innovation and
Technology Bureau of the Government of
the Hong Kong SAR. It received endorsement from
the State Ministry of Science and Technology of the
People’s Republic of China.

steel industry and the Chinese steel construction industry have

May 2022 I Hong Kong Engineer

about 20 million people in China, both the Chinese iron and
been considered major contributors to the National Strategic
Development Plan of the Chinese Central Government for
many years.

COVER STORY

Steel production of 5 countries of interest in 2020
Figure 1: World steel production in 2020

High strength S690 to S960 steel

With advances made in steel-making technology in China

With an ever-increasing demand for infrastructure

producers now regularly produce high strength S690 to S960

development in the world, engineers are regularly tasked to

steel plates with thicknesses ranging from 6 mm to 80 mm.

design and construct multi-storey buildings and long span

Table 2 summarises key mechanical properties given in the

bridges with reduced materials, time and money. In general,

Chinese steel materials specification GB/T 1591 2. It is clear

high strength constructional materials offer very attractive

that both the chemical compositions and the mechanical

solutions with direct savings in reduced quantities of materials

properties stipulated in EN 10025 and GB/T 1591 are highly

used.

compatible and consistent. In general, these high strength

during the 2010s, a number of leading Chinese steel

Chinese steels are manufactured with specific compositions
In the 1990s, high strength S690 to S960 steels were produced

of special metallic elements through well-controlled heat

in a number of countries with advanced steel-making

treatments. As well, they possess excellent mechanical

technology, such as Germany and Japan. These high strength

properties, in particular strength and ductility, as shown in

steels are manufactured as engineering steel plates with

Figure 2. Many modern steel producers in China have been

typical thicknesses ranging from 6 mm to 30 mm. They are

accredited to produce high strength S690 steel to EN 10025

commonly used as key members in large lifting equipment

and GB/T 1591 with full certification of their quality assurance

and machinery in ports and mines. Table 1 summarises key

systems. Therefore, many produce Class 1 materials with cM at

mechanical properties given in the European steel materials
specification EN 10025 Part 6 1. For many years, these high
strength steels cost at least 1.7 to 2.5 times that of S355

1.0 under the Code of Practice of the Structural Use of Steel
of the Buildings Department of the Government of the Hong
Kong SAR 3.

steel, and their use has become prohibitively expensive in
construction when large quantities are used.

* for global elastic analysis
Table 1: Mechanical properties of structural steel to EN 10025 -1 to 6 and EN 1993-1

May 2022 I Hong Kong Engineer
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* for global elastic analysis
Table 2: Various requirements of structural steel to GB/T 1591 and EN 1993-1

Figure 2: Typical measured stress-strain curves of various steels

Structural and cost efficiency
High strength S690 to S960 steel are highly
efficient structural steel, and they possess
a high level of ductility which satisfy all
requirements as stipulated in various
materials specifications and structural
design codes.

In recent years, the unit cost of high quality Chinese S690 steel
materials has been typically 1.25 to 1.35 times that of normal
strength S355 steel despite a 100% increase in strength. Thus,
for a given structure under strength design, only one-half of
the steel quantity is needed at Grade S690 compared to
that of Grade S355. Hence, the total cost of the S690 steel
materials is only about 1.3 x 0.5 or 0.65 that of the S355 steel
materials, giving a direct saving on material costs of about

It should be noted that EN 10025 Part 6 stipulates a different

35%. Associated savings on fabrication also exist, notably on

set of ductility requirements for S690 steel when compared

reduced materials, effort and time for welding. Other direct

with that of S355 steel. These requirements should be

savings include reduced costs for handling, transportation

considered as a balance between cost competitiveness

and erection as well as reduced loads on supporting

and structural adequacy for effective use of high strength

structures and foundations.

steel. In general, deformations at fracture of steel members
and connections are commonly found to be at merely 5% in

Similarly, the unit cost of high quality Chinese S960 steel

practical members.

materials is about 1.7 times that of normal strength S355 steel
despite an increase of about 200% in strength. Therefore, the
total cost of the S960 steel materials is only about 1.7 x 0.3 or

10
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Moreover, most modern structural steel codes, such as

material costs of about 49%.

European Structural Steel Code EN 1993-1-1 5, were published
in the 2000s, with their design methods primarily based on

Consequently, many engineers are eager to exploit the

test results of normal strength steels, i.e. S275 and S355.

effective use of high strength S690 to S960 steel in construction

Some of these methods have since been found to be overly

because of excellent strength-to-self-weight ratios as well as

conservative when applied to S690 to S960 steel owing to lack

cost benefits. However, with lack of scientific understanding

of sufficient materials data and test results, as stipulated in

on their mechanical properties and structural behaviour, the

EN 1993-1 6, 7. More importantly, little technical information

potential benefits of these high strength steels in construction

exists in the literature on welding for design and construction

have not readily materialised so far.

engineers to specify as well as to appraise welding procedures.

What are the problems?

Steel research at CNERC

Even though high strength S690 to S960 steels were

In order to promote effective use of high strength S690 to S960

commercially available in the 1990s, structural engineers have

steel in construction, CNERC has conducted a number of

had technical concerns about adopting them in construction

research and development projects to achieve the following:

COVER STORY

0.51 that of the S355 steel materials, giving a direct saving on

because of conflicting reports on their structural behaviour
over the past 30 years. It is noteworthy that the high strength

•

Raise technical awareness and acceptance of effective

steels are manufactured under a highly-controlled heat

use of high strength steels, as well as their potential

treatment process known as “Quenching and Tempering”

advantages in engineering applications using high quality
Chinese steels.

to produce fine grain crystalline forms with high strength and
toughness. However, a heating/cooling cycle induced during

•

Generate scientific knowledge and engineering data on

welding may initiate phase transformation, re-crystallisation

mechanical properties of high strength steel plates and

and grain growth in microstructures of the welded sections.

welded sections, and their structural behaviour under
various loading conditions in practice.
•

Develop efficient design rules for adoption of these high
strength steels and their welded sections in construction
projects, and to obtain acceptance from regulatory
agents.

•

Develop reliable and economical welding procedures
for thick high strength steel plates (up to 80 mm) with
established quality assurance.

•

Work with structural engineers to develop innovative
engineering applications of high strength steels in
construction projects.

•

Work with steel producers to improve various mechanical
properties of high strength steels for seismic resistant
structures, and to develop engineering applications on
new steel products under coastal and marine conditions.

Major equipment at CNERC includes:
Figure 3: Microstructural changes in Q690-QT steel after welding

•

2,500 tonne compression testing system for structural

Significant reduction occurs in mechanical properties if both

behaviour of S690 to S960 stocky columns and piles

the heat input energy during welding and the cooling rates

(Figure 4);

4

after welding are not properly controlled , particularly, in

•

those steel plates with practical thicknesses in construction,

repeatability to establish suitable welding procedures

i.e. 6 mm to 80 mm thick. It is highly desirable to assess any
reduction in various mechanical properties of these welded

Robotic welding system for improved welding quality and
(Figure 5a);

•

High frame rate infrared video camera for real-time

sections, and, more importantly, to eliminate such reduction

temperature measurements during welding (Figure 5b);

in welded sections.

and
May 2022 I Hong Kong Engineer
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S690
steel pile

A = 25,862 mm2 ;

S690 and S960 steel piles with butt welds at mid-height

Nc,Rd = 20,456 kN < Nc,Rt = 22,720 kN

Figure 4: The 2,500 tonne electro-hydraulic servo-controlled compression test system Matthew 2,500 in Laboratory Y001

a

b

Robotic Welding System
Fanuc ARC Mate 100 iC
Figures 5a and 5b: The robotic welding system for developing welding procedures specifications in Laboratory W001

Figure 6: Precision measurements on a T-joint between S690 CFCHS for experimental stress and strain analysis. Dantec DIC system includes two cameras

12
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py = 791 N/mm2

Digital Imaging Co-relation (DIC) system for non-contact

•

mechanical properties and structural behaviour of

measurements of displacement and strain fields of

S690 and S960 welded H-sections under different heat

structural members, joints and connections (Figure 6).

treatments and microstructural changes;
•

structural behaviour of stocky and slender S690 welded
H-sections and cold-formed circular and square hollow

Key achievements of various steel research at CNERC include:

sections under (i) compression, and (ii) combined
•

compression and bending;

publishing over 100 technical papers on high impact
journals and conference papers for international

•

construction technology;

•

square hollow sections;

equivalent steel design to Australian, American, European
•

•

formed circular hollow sections under (i) brace axial

codes of practice and construction specifications in Hong

forces, and (ii) brace in-plane bending;
•

and their welded sections for design codification to
-

advanced thermomechanical simulation analysis on
profile welding on T-joints between cold-formed circular

providing scientific understanding and experimental results

hollow sections;

on structural behaviour of high strength steel members

•

deformation characteristics of T-joints between cold-

contributing to development of technical design guides,
Kong and China;

•

advanced numerical simulation on transverse bending
and longitudinal welding in cold-formed circular and

establishing effective use of Chinese steel through
and Japanese steel materials specifications 8;

resistance assessment of partially restrained S690 welded
I-sections under lateral loads;

conferences on structural engineering and modern steel
•

•

design rules and parameters for structural design of

the Technical Committee of the European Structural

columns and beams of S690 welded sections according to

Steel Code EN 1993; and

European Structural Steel Code EN 1993-1; and

the Technical Committee of the Code of Practice for

COVER STORY

•

•

welding technology for S690 and S960 steel plates, and

the Structural Use of Steel of the Buildings Department

complementary certified welding procedure specifications

of the Government of the Hong Kong SAR;

for various joint details.

conducting an engineering programme at master’s level
on structural steel design (steel structures as well as steelconcrete composite structures) to European Structural
Steel Code EN 1993 using high quality Chinese steel
materials 9; and

•

conducting professional courses for both design and
construction engineers on practical structural steel design
using Chinese steel materials.

Specific tasks completed
The following tasks have been completed:

Through advanced welding technology, it is
possible to minimise and even eliminate any
reduction in mechanical properties of these
high strength steel due to welding.
As such, all the steel research at CNERC is considered highly
valuable to generate scientific understanding, engineering
data and design guidance to facilitate engineers adopting
high strength S690 to S960 steel in construction. A number of

•
•

full range true stress-strain model for S690 and S960 steel

technical papers, practical design guides and typical welding

undergoing non-uniform deformations up to fracture;

procedures for construction using S690 to S960 steel have

thermomechanical numerical simulation of practical

become available as definitive reference documents to pave

welding process for S690 welded sections to determine

the way for general acceptance of these high strength steels

transient temperature distribution history during welding

in construction. Selected projects are described below.

and residual stresses after welding;
•

determination of mechanical properties of S690 and S960
welded sections with various welding parameters under
tension;

•

hysteretic deformation characteristics of S690 and S960
welded sections with various welding parameters under
cyclic actions of different target strains and loading
frequencies;

May 2022 I Hong Kong Engineer
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The tensile deformation characteristics of cylindrical coupons of S690 steel plates and their welded sections
under various heat input energy q kJ/mm are obtained. It is demonstrated that proper control on the value of q
can generate welded sections with no strength reduction and softening.

Figure 7: Strength reduction and softening in S690 welded sections under tension

It is also demonstrated that proper control on the value of q during welding is able to produce stocky columns
of S690 welded H-sections with butt welds at mid-height which have no reduction in their cross-sectional
resistances under compression.

Figure 8: Stocky columns of S690 welded H-sections with splices under compression

14
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effects of residual stresses.
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The compressive buckling resistances of slender columns of S690 welded H-sections are found to be
significantly larger than those anticipated resistances based on the current design rules owing to reduced

Figure 9: Slender columns of S690 welded H-sections under compression

The buckling moment resistances of partially restrained beams of S690 welded I-sections are found to
be significantly larger than anticipated resistances based on the current design rules owing to reduced
effects of residual stresses.

Figure 10: Partially restrained beams of S690 welded I-sections under lateral point loads

May 2022 I Hong Kong Engineer
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Through proper control of the welding procedures, the microstructures of the welded sections with
different steel phases are generated which exhibit different deformation characteristics as shown in
various heat-treated coupons.

Figure 11: Stress-strain curves of heat-treated coupons of S690 steel with homogeneous microstructures

Innovative engineering
applications

Construction, and Civil Engineering and Development

The high strength S690 steel has an excellent strength-to-self-

Construction of the steel bridge is a record breaker in Hong

weight ratio, so is highly efficient for use in heavily loaded

Kong as well as in China, being the first long span of 214 m

structures. Typical applications include piles and columns in

with double arches using S690 steel crossing a sea bay. After

buildings and supporting members in bridges.

complete fabrication, the bridge was towed over a sea

Department of the Government of the Hong Kong SAR.

voyage of about 900 nautical miles for installation. Hence,
An exemplary application of high strength S690 steel is the

this innovative engineering solution of high strength S690 steel

construction of the Double Arch Steel Bridge of the Cross

enabled the delivery of the steel bridge to be completed with

Bay Link at Tseung Kwan O by highly skilled design and

significant saving in construction cost and time.

construction engineers of AECOM, China Road and Bridge

Figure 12: The complete steel bridge: double arches, cables and bridge decks (Courtesy of CRBC)
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(http://www.polyu.edu.hk/cnerc-steel/en/)
The CNERC for Steel Construction (Hong Kong Branch)

COVER STORY

High strength steel construction provides
a niche for both Hong Kong and China to
export their construction materials and
professional services to the international
construction markets.

Chinese National Engineering
Research Centre for Steel
Construction (Hong Kong Branch)
is established to promote sustainable infrastructure
development through effective use of constructional steel

Other examples of effective use of high strength S690 to S960

materials and modern technology in structural engineering.

steel are:

The core objectives of the CNERC are:

•

•

•

steel trusses for load transfer within buildings to achieve
high structural efficiency

effective design and construction of modern building

footbridges in congested sites to achieve streamlined and

and civil engineering structures to promote sustainable
infrastructure development in Hong Kong.

speedy erection
•
•

To establish a high level technological platform to enable

noise barriers in highways near residential buildings to

•

To advance technological capabilities of the Hong Kong

reduce steel tonnages

Construction Industry in design and construction of super

steel piles in groups to improve buildability and reduce

high-rise buildings, long span bridges and buildings of

demand on machinery

large enclosure using high performance materials in Hong
Kong and overseas.

It should be noted that the CNERC was engaged by the
Development Bureau in early 2022 to provide expert advisory

The CNERC is dedicated to promoting technological

services on a number of large scale steel structures to exploit

developments and internationalisation of the steel construction

benefits of adopting S690 steel in construction.

industry in both Hong Kong and China. It is actively engaged
with international as well as national exchanges in research

Looking into the future
CNERC will work closely with various stakeholders in the

and development of steel construction.
Professional publications by CNERC

construction industry in Hong Kong and both the iron and steel

This Professional Guide aims to

industry and the steel construction industry in China to support:

provide technical guidelines and
design information on effective

•

Selection of Equivalent Steel Materials to
European Steel Materials Specifications

Hong Kong establishing itself as the International Design

Professional Guide PG-001

Centre for Infrastructure development; and
•

K F Chung, H C Ho, S P Chiew and H Y Lee

use of American, Australian,
Chinese, European, Japanese

China becoming the International Construction Centre for

and Russian steel in construction

infrastructure development.

through systematic comparisons
on chemical compositions

The Double Arch Steel Bridge of the Cross Bay Link at Tseung

and mechanical properties.
2022

Kwan O is a vivid demonstration of the high-level capabilities
of:
•

readily adopted as equivalent
an international bridge consulting firm in Hong Kong
designing to European standards and of a leading
Chinese contractor in Hong Kong constructing the bridge;
and

•

High quality Chinese steel is

a high-quality Chinese fabricator using high quality
Chinese S690 steel to fabricate the bridge to international
standards.

High strength steel construction provides a niche for both
Hong Kong and China to export their construction materials
and professional services to international construction markets.

Professional Guide

steel which satisfies European

Selection of Equivalent

steel materials specifications

Steel Materials to

for construction in Hong Kong.

European Steel Materials

Supporting organisations to this

Specifications

Professional Guide include:

•

Chinese National Engineering Research Centre for Steel
Construction (CNERC)
國家鋼結構工程技術研究中心

•

China Steel Construction Association
中國鋼結構協會
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•

Central Research Institute of Building and Construction

•

Metallurgical Corporation of China (MCC)

•

China Iron and Steel Association

中冶集團建設中央研究院
中國冶金科工股份有限公司
中國鋼鐵工業協會
This Technical Guide provides
detailed guidance on design and
construction of structural steel
using European steel materials
and products.
More importantly, it provides
TECHNICAL GUIDE
- S235 to S690
Second Edition

www.hkcic.org

June 2022

Technical Guide

Effective Design and
Construction to Structural
Eurocodes: EN 1993-1
Design of Steel Structures S235 to S690

specific guidance on effective
use of Chinese steel materials,
allowing engineers to select
suitable steel materials and
products, yet meet specific
project requirements on materials
and structural design.
This Guide enables engineers
to exploit new opportunities
in international construction

markets, striving for enhanced economic development of
the construction industry in Hong Kong as well as in the region
with the support of Chinese steel materials and fabricators.
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By Ir Dr H F CHAN and Ir Philip K S CHIU

A non-conventional
ventilation system to mitigate
the spread of COVID-19 and
improve indoor air quality in
restaurants and similar indoor
environments
On 27 December 2021, seven people dining at four tables
in the restaurant Moon Palace (望月樓) at Festival Walk in
Kowloon Tong were infected with the Omicron variant. The

Existing ventilation systems in
restaurants

source was a 44-year-old male Cathay Pacific Airway cabin

In a typical and conventional air ventilation system using

attendant who was dining at Moon Palace with his father.

an Air Handling Unit (AHU), as shown in Figures 1a and 1b,

Subsequent investigation by Professor Yuen Kwok Yung from

the supply air flows from the ceiling level through an array of

The University of Hong Kong and several government officials

evenly distributed supply air grilles over the occupied area.

from the Electrical and Mechanical Services Department

Meanwhile the return air is also extracted at the ceiling level

(EMSD), Food and Environmental Hygiene Department

from the side edges of the occupied zone. This overhead

(FEHD) and Centre for Health Protection (CHP) revealed that

(OH) ventilation system forces air at high velocities to

the air ventilation was non-uniform with airflow essentially

achieve a complete mixing of the air to maintain the desired

being stagnant at the corners of the restaurant. This

temperature in the occupied zone. Exhaled air from patrons

happened even though the overall ventilation rate was high

at each table is mixed with the incoming air and spreads

and with six air cleaning units.

horizontally to neighbouring tables. In the event of an index
case at one table, diners at neighbouring tables within short

One of those infected was a 66-year-old woman who was

distances are likely to be infected. Furthermore, the exhaled

also dining at Moon Palace at that time with eight relatives,

air from the index case may be extracted through the return

in a room located at least 20 to 30 m from the index case.

air grilles and be carried to tables further away through AHU

The father of the index case was also infected. According

and supply air ducts.

to Professor Gabriel Leung, one of the expert advisors to the
Fresh air
duct with
damper
control

HKSAR Government, the infection pathway is untraceable
but certainly the infection must have occurred through

C

PAD
AHU

air dispersion. This case reveals the problem of poor air

C

ventilation in the restaurant, causing cross contamination
SAD

RAD

over short and long distances. Further, it renews concerns

SAG

about overall poor air ventilation and indoor air quality in

RAG

proposes a non-conventional ventilation system to mitigate
the spread of COVID-19 and improve indoor air quality in

Section (Figure 1b)

of conventional air ventilation systems in restaurants and

SAD

restaurants in Hong Kong. This paper presents the pitfalls

SAG

restaurants and similar indoor environments.
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Existing Indoor Ventilation System - AHU (Plan View )
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Figure 1a: Existing indoor ventilation system using Air Handling Units (plan view)
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Floor Slab

Fresh air
duct with
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control

CHWR
C

C

tables was mixed with supplied and returned air, and the

Suspended Ceiling
Supply
Air

Supply
Air

poorly ventilated restaurant in Guangzhou on 24 January
2020 has shown that the recirculation zone above the

PAD

AHU
CHWS

A detailed study of an infected case in a crowded and

infection was localized. The restaurant used a split type air

Return
Air

Potential Air
Short Circuit
Area
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Fresh Air Path
Indoor/Contaminated Air Path

conditioning system to produce the airflow 1.

Conditioned Space

Potential Cross-contamination Zone

It is believed that in the Hong Kong Moon Palace case,
the 66-year-old woman was dining with her relatives at
over 20 m away from the index case and therefore must
have breathed in virus-laden aerosols exhaled from the
index case through the return air grilles. Subsequently, the
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Existing Indoor Ventilation System - AHU (Section View )
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Figure 1b
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conditioned air was resupplied through the air supply grilles
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Figure 1b: Air flow in existing indoor ventilation system using Air Handling Units
(section view)

to the affected room. The distance of separation between
the index case and the affected room became immaterial
as the transmission pathway was through the air duct

In another conventional system using Fan Coil Units, the

system.

supply air flows through an array of supply air grilles at one
end while the return air is extracted through return air grilles
two to three metres away, as shown in Figures 2a and 2b.
This mode of ventilation provides more localised circulation.

Proposed ventilation system

While cross contamination over long distances is less likely,

In order to minimise cross contamination caused by mixing

neighbouring patrons are more susceptible to be infected

of the air supply and exhaled air in a confined space, such

by a nearby index case.

as a restaurant, the ventilation rate must be sufficiently high
to dilute the exhaled air from the index case. American
Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning
Engineers (ASHRAE) standard 62.1-2019 recommends a
minimum ventilation rate in restaurants/dining rooms to be
5.1 L/s per person. However, this is not normally achieved
by restaurants/dining rooms due to cost saving reasons.
SAD

SAD FCU RAD

Section (Figure 2b)

SAG
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SAG

RAG

RAG
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-

Figure 2a : Existing indoor ventilation using fan coil units (plan view)

be uniform in the dining hall, especially near the corners

Fresh air
supply with
damper
control

Floor Slab

and clean air units work within a localised air space. An

Exhaust
Air

FCU

alternative and non-conventional design of the ventilation

FCU
2m

Return
Air

Suspended Ceiling

CHWS

2m

Supply
Air

non-spreading of virus-laden aerosols, as revealed in the
Moon Palace case, since the ventilation rate may not

Fresh Air Path
Indoor/Contaminated / Recirculated / Exhaust Air Path

2m

about 0.5 L/s per person, which is far below the ASHRAE

High ventilation rates and clean air units do not guarantee
SCALE
CHECK
JOB No.

Existing Indoor Ventilation System - FCU (Plan View )

Supply
Air

Guangzhou restaurant had a ventilation rate of only
recommended rate.

Conditioned Space

A Non-conventional Ventilation System to Mitigate Spreading of COVID-19 Virus and
Improving Indoor Air Quality in Restaurants and Similar Indoor Environments

CHWR

For example, the ventilation rate in the above-mentioned

system involves using an Underfloor Air Distribution System

Return
Air

(UFAD) to extract the air from each table vertically

Conditioned Space

upward through a return air grille. This design uses thermal
convection induced by the body heat of patrons seated
around the tables and from the extraction fan above. The
return air is subsequently cooled, filtered and UV sterilised
before resupplying using a pressurised booster through
supply air ducts to a raised floor. Here the conditioned air
is supplied to an array of diffusers located at low levels.
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The preferred height is below the table level and a short
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Figure 2b: Air flow in existing indoor ventilation system using fan coil units
(section view)

distance of approximately 100 mm above the floor of the
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occupied zone. Figure 3 shows the proposed UV sterilised

Since the 1950s, UFAD has been utilised in office buildings

UFAD ventilation system.

where raised floors are desirable for cable management,
data centres, command centres and server rooms with large
cooling loads for electronic equipment and requirements for

The main advantages of this non-conventional mode of
ventilation for restaurants include

2,3,4

routing power and data cables 3. There are many examples

:

of such installations overseas. An example of an UFAD
system in Hong Kong is the HSBC Data Centre at Shek Mun.

1. layout flexibility, reduced life cycle costs and minimal

Unfortunately, no restaurants in Hong Kong have ever utilised

noise;

this system.

2. minimising cross contamination to patrons at
neighbouring tables;
3. sterilising return air before resupplying to patrons;

This deficiency is understandable because, despite the

4. giving the best thermal comfort to patrons as the

many advantages, at least three obstacles must be
overcome especially for existing installations, as follows:

occupied zone becomes thermally stratified with the
space above the tables being a warm air zone while the
space below being a cool air zone. The cooled air moves

1. Being non-conventional, the existing system must be
substantially modified with cost and time implications.

upward by displacement current; and

2. Delivering supply air to patrons uniformly is difficult.

5. improving the overall energy efficiency, thus saving

Patrons in the middle section of the dining hall normally

energy, as the extraction is convection assisted.

receive far less air supply from the sides.
3. Resolving design, construction, operational and

Central HVAC System

maintenance issues 2,5.

Air Condenser

The concern in (1) above is real and genuine; however, the
economic loss due to tight restriction on the dining hours

Chiller

and number of patrons in a table has caused the catering
Evaporator

industry a loss of at less 4 billion dollars during the lunar new

Chilled
Water
Supply
(CHWS)

Chilled
Water
Return
(CHWR)

year period, according to Mr Wong Ka Wo, Chairman of the
Hong Kong Federation of Restaurants and Related Trades.
Restaurants could make use of a low business period to

Fresh Air
UV
unit
Exhaust
Air

Recirculation

shut down for a relatively short period in order to modify the

C

existing ventilation system with assurance that restrictions
can be lifted or relaxed. The resulting economic recovery

C
Condensate
Drain Pipe

Drain

could more than offset the modification cost and the loss of

Drip Pan

business during the modification period, depending on the
scale of the modification works.
Conditioned Space

Suspended
Ceiling

In order to overcome the concern in (2) above, it is proposed

Return
Air

Return
Air

that the floor should be raised to enable supply air ducts to

Supply
Air

go underneath the tables to supply air at strategic locations.

Supply
Air

Raising the floor with flat and rigid support would reduce the
ceiling height by approximately 200 mm to 300 mm which

Suspended Floor

should not normally be significant for large restaurants. Figure
A Non-conventional Ventilation System to Mitigate
Spreading of COVID-19 Virus and Improving Indoor Air
Quality in Restaurants and Similar Indoor Environments
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Figure 3: The proposed UV sterilised indoor ventilation system
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4a shows schematically the proposed layout of the return air
grilles and supply air grilles in a dining hall. Figure 4b shows
a cross section of the layout with the supply air diffusers
concealed under low tea tables to avoid obstructing the
views of the patrons. Louvres are also tilted downward (details
not shown) to improve the thermal comfort of nearby
patrons. Floor diffusers, as installed in many installations such
as data centres, are inappropriate for restaurants.
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system for restaurants is proposed to address this pitfall in the
hope it may alleviate the problems with the conventional
overhead ventilation systems in restaurants and similar indoor

Wall

FEATURE

A conceptual design of a non-conventional UFAD ventilation

environments. It should be emphasised that this system

Suspended
Wall

requires substantial modification of the existing systems with
time and cost implications. However, the said modification
should be manageable with no insurmountable obstacles
with more experience gained and lessons learnt. Finally, this
system may also be applied to similar indoor environments

Section (Figure 4b)

Fresh Air Path

Supply Air

Indoor/Contaminated
Air Path

Return Air
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Improving Indoor Air Quality in Restaurants and Similar Indoor Environments

Proposed Indoor Ventilation System - Cantonese Restaurant (Plan View )
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Figure 4a: The proposed indoor ventilation system for dining halls (plan view)
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Figure 4b: The proposed indoor ventilation system for dining halls (section view)

Regarding the various issues identified in the design,
construction, operation and maintenance of the system
in (3) above, it is understood that many of the disadvantages
have been resolved with the advancement of science and
technology. In addition, with more experience gained in
both the design and construction of the system overseas
and in Hong Kong, performance should be improved 2,5.

Conclusion
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Conventional air ventilation systems in restaurants are
designed to deliver cool air uniformly to patrons in the dining
hall from the ceiling with far less design considerations for
the return air. This overhead mode of ventilation systems
causes horizontal spreading of exhaled air among tables.
Acrylic sheeting between tables helps to minimise horizontal
spreading to some extent but is insufficient as the sheets
cannot achieve satisfactory enclosure of patrons seated at
the tables. Furthermore, exhaled air from patrons can be
extracted through the return air grilles and subsequently
resupplied to other patrons over the whole dining hall,
creating poor indoor air quality in the dining space and
causing widespread contamination.
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Krystaline Add PLUS 2.5

The newest generation of
crystalline waterproofing
admixture to create durable,
waterproof and sustainable
concrete.
Krystaline Add PLUS 2.5 uses the latest admixtures stop
water penetration by increasing and enhancing Calcium
Silicate Hydrate (C-S-H) crystals and gel in the
concrete. As an internally applied system, Krystaline
Add PLUS 2.5’s hydrophilic C-S-H waterproofing system
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Tel: (852) 2951 0988 | Fax: (852) 2951 0788
Website:www.kmk.com.hk
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Battery energy storage system
at Hong Kong International
Airport
HKIA under expansion
Hong Kong International Airport (HKIA) is one of the world’s
leading airports. More than 120 airlines operate at HKIA,
providing connections to about 200 destinations worldwide,
including Mainland China.
To strengthen its position as the pre-eminent international
aviation hub and a key growth engine for the economies
of Hong Kong and the Greater Bay Area (GBA), HKIA is
undergoing a series of expansion projects and facilities
enhancement. These include the Three-runway System,

FEATURE

By the Airport Authority Hong Kong (AAHK) with coordination of the EL Division

is enormous. Before the COVID-19 pandemic, annual
electricity consumption of HKIA reached 299,760 MWh, with
an electricity intensity of 3.99 kWh per passenger.
Owing to the various development projects at HKIA,
an increasing number of assets and systems will be
commissioned, which inevitably leads to continuous growth
of electricity demand. Therefore, aside from the normal
power supply, upgrading the existing emergency power
capacity is critical to cope with increased essential loads in
the future.

expansion of Terminal 1 (T1), construction of Sky Bridge to
connect T1 and T1 Satellite Concourse (T1S), construction of
HKIA Community Building, and more.

Overview of Battery Energy Storage
System (BESS)
Battery Energy Storage System (BESS) is an electrochemical

Urgency to increase essential
power capacity
Considering its size, number of buildings, plus various assets
and systems, HKIA’s electricity demand and consumption

type of energy storage system (ESS) that uses a group of
rechargeable batteries to store electrical energy. Electrical
energy is stored as chemical energy during charge and
vice versa during discharge. BESS is mainly comprised of
batteries, control and power conditioning systems (C-PCS),

Figure 1: Site view of BESS containers in the generator house
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and auxiliary systems that provide a suitable working
environment and protection for batteries and C-PCS.
BESS is a viable option for customer-side ESS applications in
terms of its storage capacity and discharge time. It is also
the fastest responding source of power on grids. Since BESS
is made up of stacked batteries, the desired voltage and
current level can be obtained by connecting the batteries in
electrical series and in parallel. Hence, the output rating of a
BESS is flexible and can be tailored as needed.

Details of BESS at HKIA
Overview of design
The BESS at HKIA comprises three 40-foot BESS containers,
which in total provide an additional 4 MVA emergency
power capacity for at least 30 minutes. All three BESS
containers are installed on trailers outside the existing
generator house. Owing to this container-type design,
the need to expand the generator house is eliminated
and further provides flexibility and mobility for operational
requirements.

Incentives to implement BESS as
essential emergency power supply
at HKIA

Formation of a BESS container

Site constraints in the generator house

included are auxiliary systems such as heating, ventilation

Before the BESS project, emergency power was solely

and air conditioning (HVAC) system, and fire suppression

supplied by emergency diesel generators in the generator

system.

Each BESS container is mainly comprised of batteries,
battery management system (BMS), power conversion
system (PCS) and power management system (PMS). Also

house. Installing an additional generator seemed to be
the most straightforward method. Due to limited space,
however, installing an additional generator would involve
the expansion of the generator house, hence making the
option less economical.
On the other hand, the modular design of BESS and the fact
that it can be made self-contained led it to be an ideal
supplement to the existing emergency diesel generators in
the generator house.
Seeking an environmentally friendly solution
Conventional emergency generators run on diesel oil, which
is a derivative of crude oil and contains a heavy amount
of carbon. Carbon dioxide (CO2), a type of greenhouse
gas, is released during the combustion of diesel fuel. Also,

Figure 2: Interior of the BESS container

diesel emissions involve air pollutants including unburnt
hydrocarbons (UHCs), carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen

There are 18 battery modules per rack and eight battery

oxides (NOx) and particulate matter (PM). On top of that,

racks in each container. Thus, a single BESS container is

noise pollution has been an issue of generator-based

capable of providing rated power and capacity of 1.34

essential power sources.

MVA and 0.933 MWh respectively. The BMS is deployed
for monitoring the condition of the battery cells, battery

Contrary to the above, BESS-based essential power source

modules and battery racks in the BESS container. Parameters

operates by storing electrical energy from the grid and

include voltage, current, cell temperature, state of charge

releasing it back to the airport’s own 11 kV power grid. Similar

(SOC) and state of health (SOH). Cell balancing, protection

to electric vehicles, carbon emission of BESS depends on the

functions, and communication with PCS are also enabled

generation mix of the grid. Furthermore, carbon emissions

by the BMS.

will be much lower than that of conventional generators
which solely rely on diesel fuel. As the generation mix of

The PCS provides AC/DC and DC/AC power conversion

the grid becomes greener in the future, the carbon profile

between the BESS and the electrical distribution network. It

of BESS will also improve. Also, the use of BESS over diesel

supports off-grid operation, offers a variety of protection on

generators eliminates the problem of local air pollution and

both the DC and AC side of operation against abnormality

noise pollution.
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commissioning, the team has made concerted effort to

check protection during grid connection.

liaise and coordinate with different parties such as power
utilities, battery suppliers, experts and contractors. Due

The PMS obtains measurement data from BMS, PCS and

to the COVID-19 pandemic, the delivery of equipment

the power meters. This operational data and status data of

was affected. In addition, some specialists from Mainland

BESS are used to control the PCS and operate the system.

China could not come to Hong Kong for on-site testing and

When BESS encounters a system problem or malfunction,

commissioning as planned due to immigration restrictions

PMS detects the failures and sends alarms to the operators

caused by the pandemic. With the aid of virtual platforms,

through the system interfaces. The functions of peak shaving

on-site testing and commissioning were held successfully.

and valley filling are also available in PMS. The predicted

Overall, the project was completed timely and within

cooling load from existing systems can also be received by

budget despite the challenges.

FEATURE

in voltage, current, frequency, and provides synchronised

PMS, which on request will make short-term re-scheduling for
peak shaving.
Electrical system configuration
BESS provides 11 kV output through a 400 V/11 kV step-up
transformer installed outside the generator house, as shown
in Figure 3. With the connection to the 11 kV switchboard,
BESS is linked to the existing high voltage (HV) network.
Emergency power is thus supported in the terminal, sea
water pump house and airfield HV network of HKIA.

Features of BESS as an emergency
power source
As an emergency power source, BESS supplies power to the
terminal in parallel with the emergency generators during
a power outage. It also provides temporary power supply
for the sea water pump house (SWPH) when required.
Compared with conventional diesel emergency generators,
the self-contained modular outdoor design of BESS
containers does not require a room for containment. As such,

Challenges encountered

this design provides a degree of flexibility during design and

BESS is the first high voltage battery energy storage

plug equipment, BESS containers can be utilised as a mobile

system in Hong Kong. Throughout the project stages from

power source during an emergency.

installation. Furthermore, due to the trailer design with power

feasibility study and design to installation, testing and

Figure 3: Electrical schematic of BESS system
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BESS can also be used as a green loader during routine

from customer-side to grid-side. The growing market

load tests of the generators. In the past, generated energy

and wide applications have led to further studies and

during the load tests had to be dissipated as waste heat

development of BESS-related technologies. As a result, BESS

from the 11 kV load bank, which was merely a resistive coil.

plays an important role in the energy system.

Replacing the loader with BESS allows the generated power
to be charged back into the batteries and discharged

After the completion of this project, various parties in the

when needed. The implementation of BESS as a green

industry have shown interest in applying BESS elsewhere

loader enables the reuse of waste heat energy and leads to

in Hong Kong. Visits have been arranged with major

reduction of carbon footprint during tests.

companies and organisations.

Power peak shaving is also an important feature of BESS.
It could be charged during the non-peak demand period

References

and discharged to the 11 kV power grid of the airport during

1

the peak demand period. Thus, the power peak over a day
is shaved or flattened. Peak shaving can provide substantial
economic benefits to daily operation of the airport.
A high precision of peak shaving could be achieved by
incorporating Weather Forecast for Air-conditioning Control
System (Weather FACTS), which is a load predictive control

Divya K C and Østergaard J (2009). Battery energy storage
technology for power systems—An overview. Electric Power Systems
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the Fire Hazards of Lithium-Ion Batteries under Overcharging.
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model using big data analysis. Raw data input on weather,
seawater temperature and flight index predicts the cooling
load for the coming 24 hours. Owing to the high relation
of cooling load and power demand in terminal buildings,
the model was adopted by the PMS of BESS to generate a
dynamic control peak shaving schedule. This strategy offers
a more flexible and resilient response, if required, to cope
with climate change or fast-changing weather.

Conclusion and way forward
The global market for BESS has grown significantly in recent
years. BESS has developed a wide range of applications

JOBS
Jobs Centre

Figure 4: BESS project team
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By Ir Romeo C H CHUNG, Ir Cherry K Y YAU and Mr W K HEUNG

MiC site office:
An integration of construction
efficiency, sustainability and
homey design
Faced with challenges in the construction industry over the

integrated sustainability in the building design. Serene colour

next decade and beyond, the Development Bureau in 2018

patterns with simple and neat layout add a human touch

formulated Construction 2.0 as the platform for change. This

to the office environment. The panoramic view outside the

rests on three key pillars: Innovation, Professionalism and

office is maximised by rearranging a conventional vertical

Revitalisation. The use of Modular Integrated Construction

rectangular window into a wide horizontal strip, providing an

(MiC) is one of the initiatives under Innovation, which aims

unprecedented experience for users of the MiC office.

at driving forward productivity, efficiency and enhanced
project delivery outcomes.
The Shek Wu Hui Effluent Polishing Plant Project is designed to
upgrade the capacity and treatment level of the plant over
a 15-year period. The Drainage Services Department (DSD)
takes the MiC initiative forward to construct multi-storey
site accommodation for the resident site staff (RSS) and
contractors within a constrained site, under the Main Works
Stage 1 of the project. As the site accommodation will be
the office for staff over an extended period, the design team

DSD Shek Wu Hui Effluent Polishing Plant Main Works Stage 1 Project
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Why MiC?
Modular Integrated Construction (MiC) refers to the
complete off-site factory pre-construction of volumetric
modules of buildings with most finishes, building services and
even furniture. By transferring fabrication works to a factory,
the safety and quality performance is better controlled.
This includes minimising the impact of inclement weather
conditions, lack of working space and other site constraints,
which help to improve productivity and sustainability.

treatment capacity from 93,000 m3/day to 190,000 m3/day.

the use of equivalent modules.

Its sewage treatment level will be upgraded in three
stages to tertiary standard for conversion into “Shek Wu Hui
Effluent Polishing Plant”. Currently, the Main Works Stage

About Shek Wu Hui Effluent
Polishing Plant Project

FEATURE

Many benefits are anticipated when the design maximises

1 commenced in September 2019 and will increase the
treatment capacity to 140,000 m3/day.

The scope of the project includes upgrading the existing
Shek Wu Hui Sewage Treatment Works to increase the
Project proponent

Drainage Services Department, HKSARG

Design Consultant and Project Manager

AECOM Asia Company Limited

Contractors

DC/2018/06 - Kwan Lee – Chun Wo Joint Venture*
DC/2018/07 - Kwan Lee – Chun Wo Joint Venture
DE/2018/03 - The Jardine Engineering Corporation Limited
DE/2018/04 - Bestwise Envirotech Limited

Expected completion of Main Works Stage 1

2025

*Note: Kwan Lee - Chun Wo Joint Venture is the Main Contractor for erecting the MiC RSS Site Accommodation

G/F

1/F

2/F

Building typology
The three-storey RSS Site Accommodation has a total floor area of 1,620 m2 situated at San Tin, Yuen Long and is designed
to accommodate around 190 staff. The office comprises rooms of various sizes, which has caused difficulties in preparing
appropriate designs.

Typical modular size:
3 m (width) x 12 m (length) x
2.64 m (height)

Optimising structural member sizes and location within a modular is important. This allows more efficient design
and provides better spatial quality by reducing the number of columns within the office
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Shek Wu Hui Effluent Polishing Plant
RSS site accommodation
•

No. of storeys

:3

•

Each modular size

: 3 m (width) x 12 m (length) x

				 2.64 m (height)
•

Each modular weight

: about 3.5 Tonnes

•

Modular no. per floor

: 15

•

Area per floor

: 540 m2

•

Total floor area

: 1,620 m2 (540 m2 x 3 storeys)

•

Total no. of staff

: about 190

•

Production cycle for

: 10 days

each modular
•

Assembling days for

: 7 days

whole office

Design considerations
Building form follows function

Function rooms are arranged at the
perimeter of the office and defined
by modular posts

Three vertical modular spaces complete
all vertical circulation. Standardised large
windows promote natural lighting

The design has made good use of modular design features
and off-site fabrication benefits so that the functions of the
rooms and spaces could be easily fitted. Minimising the
modular types is essential in MiC design and construction.
Efficiency is improved by repetitive work to assemble
equivalent modular units to shorten the construction period.
To achieve this objective, functional planning is very critical at
the outset. For the RSS site accommodation, all the function

Assembly

rooms are located at the perimeter of the building and most

diagrams

fit into one module. The central office area adopts an open
plan studio design. The main advantage is improved office
permeability where equivalent modules can be used.
Schedules of use and office layouts follow the modular
grid system
A determining tactic is to adopt 45 MiC units for the whole
building each with 3 m width, 12 m length and 2.64 m height,
such that each storey consists of the same number of units
(i.e. 15). The length (12 m) is four times the width (3 m) so that
the columns or walls are at 3 m intervals in general which
forms the gridlines of the whole building structure.
Standardised functions per module
To benefit the construction process, some rooms and spaces
such as office rooms, cubicles, toilets for each floor and
window openings are standardised. Typical furniture designs

Off-site factory pre-construction:
Fixtures, finishes, building services
Over 80% of the fixtures, finishes and building services in the
office were completed in an off-site factory, including floor
finishes, pantry installations, restroom/shower installations,
room partitions, doors, windows, electrical distribution
boards, lighting installations and air-conditioners.

and socket locations are also adopted.
Visual vista and daylighting corridor

32

Construction process and highlights

To maximise the amount of daylight to office spaces, visual

A total of 45 modular units, for three storeys, were assembled

and daylight corridors are introduced on different floors.

in seven days. The setting out of each unit was accurate

Large windows have been equipped at ends of corridors.

and the installation process completed with minimal site

More natural daylight is allowed and outside views form

assembly. The advantage of using MiC as an innovative

a visual vista.

construction method has been fully demonstrated.
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Sustainable green features and
homey design details/decor
Incorporating sustainable green features to MiC can add
further value to this new innovative building typology. Given
the site constraint in building height restrictions and limited
site areas, holistic site planning is important. Maximising
the amount of natural daylight, plus incorporating natural
vegetation on vertical walls and balconies provide better
liveable working space for all occupants.
All the following design approaches and features have
been incorporated in this RSS accommodation.
Building orientation

: Responds to site constraints and
opportunities

Natural daylight

: Responds to sun path and maximises

Vertical greening

: Provides visual relief, seasonal interest

Solar panels

: Provide alternative renewable energy

Shading devices

: Reduce glare and heat gain

Balcony

: Offers semi-open space for relaxation

Panoramic window

: Provides good ergonomic design and

Open plan design

: Provides better visual permeable

natural lighting and energy efficiency

Full height windows face south to
maximise natural daylight in the interior
office space

Skylight at the main corridor reduces
artificial lighting provision in the zone and
promotes energy saving. Both ends of a
visual corridor can introduce more natural
daylight and provide a visual outdoor vista

and reduces heat gain

and shading for interior spaces
better visual proportion
space and enhances
communication

Balcony next to the reception area serves as better transitional space for shade and
relaxing

Office transparency : Transparent partitions allow natural
lighting
Light colour tone

: Reduces heat gain and provides
good light reflection

Design engagement : Engages stakeholders in the design
process
Subtle art decor

: Provides a better home-like office
environment

Transparent partition promotes visual connection, natural daylight and permeability
of an office space

Terrace gardening with various flowering plants enriches the natural ambience

Communal spaces integrate a large window facing south and informative wall
graphics to create a peaceful discussion hub
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Safety Corner
Importance of construction site safety
supervisor

Nuke
Integrated development and usage of
nuclear power (II) – Clean hydrogen
production

By Ir Victor W F TSE
By Ir Prof Ken C N CHEUNG
Safety is always the most important consideration in
construction.
The duty of the construction site safety supervisor is to
ensure the safety of every aspect of the engineering
operation. Construction site safety supervisors must
have risk management skills and good communication
skills to help minimise casualties and protect human life.
In addition, safety supervisors must be professionally
keeping pace with the times and understand the
ever-changing construction technology in order to
provide appropriate and professional advice on site to
reduce the risk of site accidents.
According to the Factories and Industrial Undertakings
(Safety Officers and Safety Supervisors) Regulations, the
duties of a safety supervisor are to assist the project owner
and the relevant safety officers to ensure the safety of the
works. They should compile the statistics of past incidents
from other construction sites, focus on monitoring jobs
with high risks, such as collapses, lifting injuries, falls from
heights, etc., and formulate prevention and control
measures. They will provide advice to the project owner
or the safety officer, formulate safety or protection
standards, ensure that workers comply with relevant
safety standards, and prepare reports for submission
weekly for record.
In addition, safety supervisors need to communicate
effectively with the industry through conferences, sharing
sessions and seminars and then communicate with the
internal engineering team to understand the priorities of
various stakeholders, balance the needs of all parties,
and formulate practical security measures. “Monitoring”
is a job that site safety supervisors cannot ignore. They
will regularly monitor and inspect all the activities on the
site to identify potential hazards, report the results and
recommend necessary measures to deal with various
safety and health matters.
The digitalisation of the construction industry is a trend.
New construction methods such as AI and modularisation
can help improve the efficiency of construction sites.
Safety supervisors also need to embrace the new thinking
and apply different risk management methods to make
construction sites safer. We foresee that the number of
construction projects will continue to increase in the
future, and the effective reduction of construction site
casualties depends on the quality and efforts of the
newly recruited safety supervisors.

This article is contributed by Ir Victor W F Tse with the
coordination of the Safety Specialist Committee.
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Amid the global requirement in setting stringent targets to
achieve carbon neutrality, the energy sector will need to
put in tremendous efforts in achieving decarbonisation
and reducing pollution in its third energy revolution. The
development and utilisation of hydrogen is a promising
option in world energy technological revolution. Hydrogen
not only is clean during its consumption, it will also be
properly qualified as clean by adopting an efficient and
environmentally-friendly production technology. Being
readily scalable, hydrogen production by nuclear power
offers the opportunity to make a significant contribution
to the hydrogen economy in the coming decades.
In the latest research of Generation IV reactor
technologies such as High Temperature Gas-Cooled
Reactor (HTGR) or Molten Salt Reactor, one of their
key attributes is the quality of heat that these high
temperature reactors can produce, with their reactor
outlet coolant temperature exceeding 700°C. This
high temperature leads to a high plant efficiency, but
more importantly, it provides the thermal condition for
hydrogen production. Several production methods are
currently being developed, including the electrolysis
of steam at above 550°C, known as High Temperature
Steam Electrolysis (HTSE) and chemical reactions with
sulphuric acid and iodine as intermediate reaction agents
at above 800°C, or High Temperature Thermochemical
Production (HTTP). It is envisaged that these two
processes will attain an efficiency at 45-50%, offering
a significant improvement over conventional electrolysis
supported by the current Pressured Water Reactor (PWR)
that delivers a 25% efficiency. The hydrogen produced
can be delivered immediately to a nearby industrial user
or transported for remote use, and oxygen is a useful
by-product.
Successful technology advancement requires production
efficiency, operational reliability and competitive cost.
From a study conducted by the International Atomic
Energy Agency on the cost of hydrogen production by
nuclear power, HTGR matched with technologies like HTSE
and HTTP has a cost at around US$2.45-4.34/kg, offering
better cost competitiveness than using conventional
electrolysis supported by a PWR which costs round
US$2.94-4.40/kg. These costs are competitive to the cost
of hydrogen produced by renewable energy sources that
ranges between US$2.5-6.8/kg in 2020.

This article is contributed by Ir Prof Ken C N Cheung with
the coordination of the Nuclear Division.

「工程企業家平台」
網上講座——「國內技術轉移模式分享」
「工程企業家平台」 (The Enginpreneurs Hub) 是學會一個工程師

使會員更能掌握到國內技術轉移模式的流程和要點，從而協助會

專屬創科平台。為配合大灣區發展，及協助香港工程師學會會員瞭

員實踐及落實創科創業。「工程企業家平台」主席及上任會長

解大灣區內的創科機遇，學會於2021年6月12日與13家廣東省大灣

源栢樑教授、工程師為講座作歡迎、結語及致謝詞。

區的孵化器及科技企業簽訂合作意向書，建立長期科技及創新的合
作關係，希望透過合作加強知識及經驗分享，一起開拓大灣區科技
創新成就。
2022年3月9日，學會的工程企業家平台與華南技術轉移中心聯合
舉辦網上講座，主題為「國內技術轉移模式分享」。是次講座的講者
是華南技術轉移中心業務副總監閻永驊先生，他與會員分享當前國
內技術轉移領域六種主要業務模式，分析如何為不同的交易對象開
展相應的交易服務設計。閻先生亦介紹了國內「以人才為核心」的技
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術轉移模式與案例，分享如何以企業實際技術需求為導向，協助提
升高校、科研院所的研究能力，並將研究成果應用在企業實際研發
生產中。閻先生對有關國內技術轉移模式的提問都一一耐心解答，

講者閻永驊先生(左上)、上任會長源栢樑教授、工程師(右上)及主持人張鳳楣小姐(左下)

Building

Webinar on the advantages of vibration
Structural Health Monitoring
By Dr Shelley ZHAO
The speakers, Dr Talhan Biro and Dr Reza Ghadim, from

3D models of a building structure and a bridge structure with

GeoSIG Ltd a Swiss manufacturer of seismic and dynamic

sensor deployment were presented to show how vibration

monitoring systems, and Dr Shelley Zhao, from Building

SHM works. Performance parameters like Translations

Diagnostic Consultants Ltd a company specialising in building

(side-to-side movements of a floor), Torsion (rotation/twisting

inspection and monitoring, were invited by the BD Division

of a floor), Inter-storey drift (storeys misaligned), and

and the Hong Kong Computer Institute (HKCI) to share their
technology and experience in the captioned webinar on 25
February 2022.
To begin with, the motivation for implementing Structural
Health Monitoring (SHM) was to help optimise management
and improve quality assurance. The monitoring includes,
but is not limited to, increased understanding of structural
behaviour for better design and rational maintenance
strategies, early detection and alarms, less downtime, the
assurance of serviceability, protection of vibration sensitive
facilities, better allocation of resources, and reduced property
insurance premiums (if applicable).
Screen capture of the speakers, a Committee Member from the BD Division and the
President of HKCI during webinar
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Overturning can all be obtained through monitoring and

real-time vibration monitoring systems capable of continuous

modelling. Typical instrumentation for buildings includes

24/7 monitoring for years. The system can also be integrated

accelerometers, displacement sensors, strain gauges, and tilt

into existing Building Management Systems (BMS) for better

sensors all connected to a central data acquisition unit, with

property health and structural serviceability assessments.

wireless or wired remote data transfer and alarm notification

With SHM, preventive action can be taken early on and thus

functions.

reduce maintenance costs.

Finally, real vibration SHM projects from all over the world

The webinar attracted over 430 participants. The BD Division

and Hong Kong were presented as case studies. Many tall

was grateful for the speakers’ presentation and the excellent

buildings, bridges and tunnels have been equipped with

support from members of the HKIE and HKCI.

Webinar on the construction of the vehicular
and passenger bridges in The YOHO Hub
project
By Ms Eliza FUNG
The webinar was organised by the BD Division on 30 March

Finally Ir Yip summarised the advantages of adopting RBLM

2022. Ir David Yip, Deputy Engineering Manager of Sanfield

to complete a rapid and safe erection in this extremely

Building Contractors Limited, explained the characteristics

congested construction site. By using RBLM, the on-track

and difficulties of adopting the innovative ‘Rotational Bridge

construction time was reduced by 60% thus alleviating

Launching Method’ (RBLM) during the construction of the

potential disruption to daily operations of the Light Rail, West

captioned project.

Rail and public transport adjacent to the site. This was the first
time this construction method was used in Hong Kong and

First, Ir Yip presented the site constraints and explained

received a lot of positive news reporting.

the reasons for adopting the RBLM instead of a traditional
construction method. To construct and lower the vehicular

On behalf of the BD Division, we would like to express our

and passenger bridges between The YOHO Hub and Yuen

sincere gratitude to Ir Yip for this fruitful and enlightening

Long West Station, a rotary platform and turntable with

webinar.

a push-and-pull jack played an important part in rotating
the bridges from the south site to the west site. A similar
rotary platform was successfully used in mainland China and
was erected using nut-and-bolt connections to reduce the
potential risk of welding and distortion.
Ir Yip explained how a lifting frame was used to support,
rotate and allow seamless lowering of the two bridges. These
construction sequences were demonstrated in a video to
provide a better understanding. In order to have a smooth
rotation of the platform and lower the bridges accurately
into permanent positions, regular inspections with torque
tests were conducted together with the use of advanced
innovative software and a monitoring programme.
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Screenshot of the webinar

Webinar on analytic methods for road safety
research using multiple data collections
By Mr Edward CHONG
The captioned webinar was organised by the CV Division on

sensor technology can provide important insights into driver’s

3 March 2022. More than 110 members joined in.

natural behaviour including eye and head movements and
the characteristics of the surrounding environment.

The speaker, Ir Dr Tony Sze began by introducing the current
global road safety situation. He stated that traffic safety is

During the seminar, Ir Dr Sze mentioned that traffic accidents

a major public health issue around the world, with more than

in Hong Kong usually involve commercial vehicles. It may due

1.25 million people killed on road every year.

to the reason that commercial drivers are likely to suffer from
long working hours which cause driver fatigue.

It is good to set long-term road safety targets which are
achievable and rational. Traffic accidents can also be

The webinar concluded with a question-and-answer session.

mitigated by improving the traffic system in terms of design,

On the behalf of CV Division, we would like to express our

quality assurance and defense mechanisms.

sincere thanks to Ir Dr Sze for his presentation.
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Data collection and analysis of traffic accident records can
play an important role in pinpointing locations where high
numbers of accident occur. These data can be registered by
police and transport departments either in paper reports or in
Geographical Information Systems (GIS).
Driving simulator experiments have been applied to
investigate driving behaviour. These can be on smaller scale
desktop-based simulator in cities with limited space like Hong
Kong. Also, naturalistic methods for example, unobtrusive
A webinar presented by Ir Dr Tony Sze

Webinar on life-cycle thinking and
environmental policy in Urban Infrastructure
Development
By Mr Matthew POON
The captioned webinar was co-organised by The Hong Kong

stages. Environmental impact will be created in each of

Polytechnic University (PolyU) and the CV Division on

these stages. Thus, to evaluate the overall impact from an

23 February 2022.

environmental point of view, the entire life cycle should be
taken into consideration.

Dr Mark Hsu, an Associate Professor at the Department of
Civil and Environmental Engineering of the PolyU shared his

In the webinar, Dr Hsu introduced a few case studies to

insights on the life cycles in Urban Infrastructure Development,

demonstrate the application of life cycle assessment on

and especially on how to assess the environmental impact of

construction projects. However, the concept of eco-efficiency

infrastructure projects.

is also important. The concept means that not only should
environmental impact be considered, but also the economic

The life cycle of a construction project usually includes

feasibility of the project.

planning, design, operation, construction, and maintenance
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Life cycle assessment can facilitate decision making

economical perspectives, while also rising the awareness of

since it can highlight the best option or approach for the

eco-efficient development.

project. However, when evaluations are related to people’s
behaviour, some modifications would need to be made.

The webinar concluded with a question-and-answer session.

Environmental Assessment on Passenger Transportation is

On behalf of the CV Division, we would like to express our

one of the case studies being presented by Dr Hsu. Life cycle

sincere thanks to Dr Hsu for his insightful presentation.

assessment can identify the most eco-efficient transport
option, but in reality, there are many types of transportation
for the general public. Therefore, the assessment did
not suggest the most eco-efficient transport, but simply
recommend the optimal occupancy rate of different forms of
transportation.
With a better understanding of life cycles in Urban
Infrastructure Development, we are able to assess an
infrastructure project from both the environmental and

A webinar presented by Dr Mark Hsu

Control, Automation & Instrumentation

Webinar on ergonomics and work design
By Dr Lisa SHAM
Dr Alex Tse, Honorary Advisor of the Institution of Occupational

factors such as the demands of the work, physical movements

Safety and Health (IOSH) Hong Kong Branch was invited by

and even the overall environment can all affect health and

the CA Division to make a presentation at the captioned

safety. He also mentioned that there were two legislations

webinar on 16 March 2022 from 6:30 pm. Around 200

with ergonomic contexts in Hong Kong.

participants joined in.
Dr Tse pointed out that as human beings we are all different in
Ir Louis Yiu was the Facilitator, Miss Crystal Chan was the MC

terms of our body structures, and anthropometric data varied

and Ir Prof Louis Lock, CA Division Past Chairman and the CAI

in different populations groups. If office furniture and tools

Discipline Advisory Panel (CAI DAP) Chairman delivered the

do not offer the right comfort level for each individual user, it

‘Vote of Thanks’.

reduces productivity and causes muscle stress.

First, Dr Tse started by introducing the concept of ‘Ergonomics’.
He explained that ergonomics was applied information
about human behaviour, abilities and limitations and other
characteristics in the design of tools, machines, tasks, jobs,
and environments for productive, safe, comfortable, and
effective human use.
As the COVID-19 situation has caused an abrupt shift in
working practices, many staff have been working from home.
With often less than ideal working conditions, this has resulted
in a lot of people suffering ergonomic problems such as back,
neck, shoulder and upper extremity pain. Dr Tse explained
how physical and cognitive ergonomics, and other human
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Past Chairman and CAI DAP Chairman Ir Prof Louis Lock (top left), Speaker Dr Alex Tse
(top right), MC Miss Crystal Chan (bottom left) and Facilitator Ir Louis Yiu (bottom right)
at the webinar

Miss Chan moderated the question-and-answer session and

repetitive motion, and workplace injury should be considered

Dr Tse responded to participants’ questions. Finally, Miss Chan

in achieving an ideal ergonomic design. He demonstrated

invited Ir Prof Lock to draw his conclusion and he expressed

how ergonomic workplaces could be achieved and he

his eagerness to work with IOSH Hong Kong in the future.

elaborated on the health effects of vibration. He also
explained the five fundamental fallacies in ergonomics.

CAD Annual Summit 2022 - It’s Time to
Change, NextGen. of Control, Automation &
Instrumentation Part 2
By Dr Lisa SHAM
The PM Session of the captioned Summit started in the

could be used to help set policies for improving lift/escalator

afternoon of 26 February 2022. MC Miss Crystal Chan

safety.
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This means that factors relating to anthropometry, posture,

gave a brief introduction, after which the Vice President
Ir Dr Barry Lee delivered the Keynote Address. The members

Mr C C Tang, an OC Member then presented souvenirs and

of the Organising Committee (OC) and the CA Division, and

appreciation certificates to the Speakers. Ir Prof Eddie Lock,

the participants were deeply impressed by our Ir Dr Lee’s

OC Chairman, took care of the question-and-answer session.

message.

While Ir Prof The Hon Sun Dong the Division Chairman, and
Ir Prof Eddie Lock showed their gratitude to the Division,

Ir Dr Ming Ge, General Manager of The Hong Kong

OC Members and the participants.

Productivity Council, then gave a presentation on ‘AI-powered
Real-time Tunnel Surface Inspection Using Edge Computing

During his closing address, Ir Prof Louis Lock conveyed his

and Drones’. He mentioned that this had been developed for

sincere thanks to the InstMC HK, the Co-Organiser, the

efficient and accurate tunnel surface inspection and defect

sponsors: China Mobile Hong Kong, CLP Power Hong Kong,

detection. He highlighted that the proposed sensor-fusion

Schneider Electric Hong Kong and Hongkong Electric; and

method and SAHI-based method could be used to detect

the supporting organisations: MC and MI Divisions and AMC.

small cracks, spalling and leaks in tunnel surface. The methods
were successfully applied in the pilot study of the Cha Kwo
Ling Tunnel.
Ms Ivy Li, the Founder of Wildfaces Technology Ltd., explained
‘AI for Facility Management’ and demonstrated some
successful cases.
Then, Mr Graham Lui of the Electrical and Mechanical
Services Department (EMSD) presented a paper ‘Digital
Logbooks for Lifts and Escalators’ which concerned many
professionals in the control/lift industries. He explained how
Digital Logbooks could help professionals accomplish their
tasks more efficiently by providing them with instant data, for
better communications and work planning. For the EMSD,
detailed data and analytical results on lifts and escalators

Keynote speaker Ir Dr Barry Lee (on the screen) and CA Division Past Chairman and CAI
Discipline Advisory Panel Chairman Ir Prof Louis Lock (R)
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Materials

Seminar on revolutionary and sustainable
green building materials and construction
technologies leading towards eco-friendly City
By Ir LAM Chi Sing
The captioned webinar was organised on 20 December 2021

As for Bio-Tech, the AIPV system also possesses air purification

at the HKIE Headquarters. The speaker Mr Brian Cheng

and self-cleansing functions which can decompose volatile

shared his experience of applying innovative materials and

organic compounds at night and disinfect during the day.

construction techniques in sustainable green buildings. Four

For Nano Tech, NCPP coating technologies integrated with

such technologies – Green Tech, Solar Tech, Bio-Tech and

a waterproof membrane were used for water tank and

Nano Tech – were applied in his optimisation project for the

basement waterproofing and concrete protection. Nano

landscape works at the Construction Industry Council (CIC)

penetrative treatment was also applied to the wood as

Zero Carbon Park.

a good preservative.

Landscape rehabilitation of turf was implemented based

After discussing these innovative green solutions, the talk

on bioengineering and green engineering concepts. First, in

ended with a question-and-answer session.

terms of Green Tech, the site conditions were identified to
study the environmental aspects i.e. natural wind movement
and ventilation condition of the environment. This enabled
suitable plant-tray systems to be used ensuring a good
anesthetic appearance, easy maintenance and successful
elevated planting of the plant species. Chitin based material
was applied as a bio-pesticide.
With regard to Solar Tech, solar cells based on
nano-crystallisation, polymerisation penetration (NCPP) and
Air Improvement Photovoltaic System (AIPV) were also put
into use. An AIPV system was adopted in the Solar Kiosk which
consists of structural glass panels with panel colours and light
transparency being controllable.

Ir C S Lam (L) and the speaker Mr Brian L Y Cheng (R)

Webinar on heritage waterworks on Hong Kong
Island and Kowloon Peninsula
By Ir LAM Chi Sing
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The captioned webinar was organised on 14 March 2022. The

supply around the 1860s. With the increased population and

speaker Ir Dr S W Poon shared his knowledge of and research

continued development of commerce and industry later on,

on heritage waterworks and old historical maps of Hong

a Waterworks Ordinance was approved to provide a fund of

Kong.

UK£30,000 for construction of the Victoria waterworks.

In 1841, the water supply for Hong Kong came from natural

A 10-inch diameter pipe was built to supply water for Western

streams or wells in different areas such as the Bowrington

and Central, while the Eastern part of Hong Kong Island was

Canal, Wong Nei Chung and Happy Valley. Two water tanks

served by streams before the completion of the Pokfulam

on Bonham Road and Robinson Road were also found on a

reservoir in 1863. In 1865, there was a winter drought, so the

historical map of mid-levels. These tanks were used for water

Pokfulam reservoir was expanded with four filter beds and

May 2022 I Hong Kong Engineer

Water Supply Scheme as part of the Storage Reservoir project.

stones.

In 1902, a circular service reservoir was built at Kowloon Tong,
and a 12-inch cast iron pipe was built below ground and

Between 1880 and 1890, the Tai Tam reservoir and other

connected to the storage reservoir. The last impounding

service reservoirs were constructed. Four private reservoirs

reservoir was built in Discovery Bay in 1981.

were also constructed by entrepreneurs for their own
manufacturing use. In the 1890s, six cast iron tanks were built
on the Peak. In 1896, the Bowen Road filters beds and service
reservoirs were successfully connected to Tai Tam reservoir
which started supplying water to Hong Kong East.
In the 1890s, three wells were built in the Kowloon Peninsula to
serve people living in Yau Ma Tei, Hunghom and Kowloon city.
They were built below ground and connected by cast iron
pipes to a storage tank for distribution. The wells were finished

INSTITUTION & DIVISION ACTIVITIES

a service reservoir constructed of concrete cladded with

in December 1895 with a planned capacity of 500,000 gallons
per day. It was designed under the Kowloon Gravitation

(Top L to R) Ir Dr S W Poon, Ir C S Lam, Ir Prof Joseph Mak and Ir Anlam Tam (bottom left)

Safety Specialist Committee

SSC webinar on fostering a good safety culture
By Ir George AU
The captioned webinar was organised by the SSC at the

In this webinar, Mr Lo shared the most common reasons why

HKIE Headquarters on 19 January 2022. The webinar was very

the ‘Fostering a Safety Culture’ initiative has emerged with

successful with 545 registrants for a limit of 500. Around 396

a focus on improving OSH practices in the general culture

members joined on the day.

of an organisation. The webinar introduced many ways
of enhancing a safety culture in an organisation through

The speaker, Mr Andy Lo is the Founder Chairman of the

leadership; two-way communications; staff engagement

Institution of Occupational Safety and Health (IOSH),

and accountability; a training and learning culture; and

Hong Kong Branch and was the Vice President of IOSH from

good OSH behaviour. Finally, he summarised how fostering

2009 to 2015. Mr Lo has accumulated many years of

a safety culture through better coordination, cooperation and

industry experience during his long years of service in

collaboration among clients, consultants, contractors and

a mass transportation company. After working on numerous

safety practitioners was key for our engineering profession.

construction safety projects over many years, including
tunnels, bridges and viaducts, railway stations and depots,
track works and rolling stock, E&M installations and other
heavy ventilation plant buildings, he found that ‘Fostering
a Safety Culture’ as one of the most important elements in
improving industrial safety standards.
Nowadays, Occupational Safety and Health (OSH) is still
misunderstood as a profession that follows a paper-driven
approach, with much emphasis on operational control and
process compliance. Many industries feel that this approach
has failed in reducing the fatality rate in recent years.
(L to R) Ir George Au, Mr Andy Lo, and Ir Andrew Lin
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On behalf of the SSC, we would like to express our sincere

Mr Lo not only gave a very attractive presentation to the

gratitude to Mr Lo for his valuable contribution and sharing

audience with many practical examples, but also shared his

his experience in safety culture studies for the HKIE members.

insights on enhancing the safety culture in the industry.

Young Members Committee

Workshop on public relations regarding facing
the public
By Mr Ferris POON
Nowadays, professional engineering is not only about

are the key messages? Apart from these four questions, she

possessing in-depth technical knowledge, but also about

also explained a technique called ‘Message Houses’ which

being able to communicate effectively with stakeholders. In

helps structure and simplify a story.

light of this, on 28 February 2022, the YMC jointly organised
the captioned event with the Continuing Professional

Miss Wang also mentioned the importance of planning the

Development Committee (CPDC).

answers when responding to questions. Her suggestions
included: remembering the objective, sticking to the talking

During the workshop, we are honoured to have the Director

points and key messages while answering questions publicly,

of Operations at Edelman, Miss Belyndia Wang, as our

involving at least one message in every answer, and using

speaker. She shared her abundant experience of four topics:

the PREP format to provide examples and facts. Finally, she

1) conducting public communications in 2022, 2) planning

outlined the Dos and Don’ts of an online presentation, such as

content, 3) handling questions, and 4) delivering talks online.

the lighting and the importance of looking into the camera.

In the first half of the workshop, our speaker introduced the

According to the feedback from the participants, the

salient points of the means of communication in 2022. For

workshop delivered perceptive new insights to them. In the

example, she explained that as digital platforms (e.g. social

future, the YMC will continue to organise workshops for the

media) have been making an increasing impact on the

benefit of our members.

public, information spreads faster than ever, yet often without
facts being checked.
Due to the nature of todays’ communications, timely
responses are critical because any issues can soon be turned
into a crisis in a short period. Miss Wang also discussed how
to plan content. In the preparation stage, four important
questions should be considered carefully: who is the
audience? what is the objective? what is the story? and what

The speaker Miss Belyndia Wang explaining a communication theory by Prof Albert
Mehrabian of the University of California, Los Angeles

Natural exploration – A secret tour to WWF
Island House and Garden with the eco-plant
workshop
By Ms YUEN Shing Nok
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The captioned tour and workshop were held on 19 December

its architectural history, explored the beauty of the natural

2021. 25 participants enjoyed an ‘English’ afternoon at the

environment and created their own moss balls through the

heritage monument - Island House in Tai Po. They discovered

eco-plant workshop.
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The visit was both insightful and inspirational. It not only

historical background of Island House. Originally in 1898, it

provided historical, architectural and ecological knowledge,

served as quarters for government officers and was passed to

but also an experience in cultural and community

WWF for Nature Hong Kong in 1986.

development. It helped cultivate a sense of art and increase
awareness of conservation and sustainable living. This wide

It is now used as a Conservation Studies Centre. ‘The buildings

variety of social, culture and arts activities enriched the young

were made of red brick in lime mortar, covered for the most

engineers’ sustainable insights and promoted local culture.

part with rough-cast plaster. A small detached building with
a European kitchen acted as the servants’ quarters.’
Along with the explanation from the tour guide, the old days
of Hong Kong associated with the history of Island House were
visualised. Participants appreciated the architectural features
and further discussed them from an engineer’s perspective.
These included elements such as the application of buttress:

INSTITUTION & DIVISION ACTIVITIES

The tour started with the WWF tour guide’s introduction to the

was it used to reinforce walls or mainly for decoration? The
discussion and networking continued during afternoon tea in
the English style gardens.
The tour was followed by a guided walk through the garden
and an eco-plant workshop. Participants learned to distinguish
various native and ornamental plants and tree species in
the garden, and created their own Kokedama moss ball to
appreciate the importance of eco-life.

The group at the English style Garden of Island House

Veneree Club

「怎樣看醫生?」講座
鍾福維工程師

睿賢學社於2022年3月16日邀請了江永明醫生主講「怎樣看醫

關於病人的資料、病歷方面，醫生會根據守則予以保密，所以病人

生?」講座，江醫生為資深公共衞生醫學專科醫生。講座備受歡迎，

無需隱瞞相關資料。政府也推行了醫健通，讓公營和私營醫護機構

共吸引了75位會員網上參加。

雙向互通紀錄，資料只會在授權情況下才會互通。

江醫生解釋醫生的角色對病人而言就像教練，為病人提供治療的
同時令病人對自己的病加深了解。病人常因看病時間緊迫、對陌生
的醫生和環境不安，以及檢查時怕痛等，未能和醫生配合。醫生也
會因病人未能配合感到不安而影響診斷。
醫生治病，未必採用多種藥物，有時會選擇自然療法。其實，兩者
各有好處，須因時制宜。
江醫生亦有談及醫德：醫生應不斷進步，學習新知識和技術，將病
人福祉放於首位，在困難、惡劣情況下仍緊守崗位（例如在現今疫
情下），樂於與病人溝通，適時作出專業醫療轉介。
睿賢學社副主席鍾福維工程師(左)向江永明醫生(右)致送紀念品
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江醫生解釋選擇家庭醫生的好處是醫生可為病人提供持續、全面、

病癥，也應先見家庭醫生，徵詢意見，由家庭醫生轉介相關治療師

協調的治療過程，家庭醫生與病人也可同時互相配合，讓醫生可監

或專科醫生。

察病人的體重、血壓、睡眠、運動、飲食、體温、血糖等紀錄，並保存
清晰完整的紀錄。病人如被轉介去其他專科醫生，專科醫生亦會回

參加者踴躍發問，江醫生都逐一詳細解答。

信給家庭醫生，提供診斷治療作為紀錄。如有胸口痛、頭暈、消瘦等

Engineering Exposition 2022
By Ir Simon CHUNG
On 19 March 2022, the VC organised the Engineering

Following each talk, participants had enthusiastically raised

Exposition 2022 under the theme of ‘Engineering Life

questions in the question-and-answer session. Speakers

Challenges’, for young engineers mainly in Scheme “A”

responded to each question providing more valuable and

Training. Due to Covid-19 restrictions, the event had been

precious advice to the participants.

suspended for two years. This was the 8th year that the Club
had organised the exposition. It was conducted solely online.

Finally the VC Chairman, Ir Philip Kwong was invited to give
a closing remark, in which very inspiring and encouraging

Each year, the VC invites six distinguished engineers to be

messages were given to the young engineers. He also

the guest speakers at the exposition to share their career

expressed his gratitude to the guest speakers, sponsoring

experiences and life challenges with young engineers and

organisations, Organising Committee members and the online

explain how they have overcome them. Their presentations

network provider in making the event so successful. He also

have greatly broadened the exposure of the participants and

thanked all participants for joining the event and wished them

imbued them with a positive spirit for further advancement.

all successful future careers.

About 130 young engineers from different disciplines
attended this year’s event. After an opening message
given by Organising Committee Chairman, Ir Simon Chung,
distinguished speakers Ir Harry Lai, Ir Ivy Leung, Ir Timothy Suen,
Ir Dr P T Ho, Ir Duncan Wong and Ir Arthur Yung proceeded
with their presentations and discussed how they each had
embraced their engineering life challenges, they also gave
the young engineers mottos to guide them in their future
career development.
Guest speakers (upper row: L to R) Ir Harry Lai, Ir Ivy Leung, Ir Timothy Suen,
(lower row: L to R) Ir Dr P T Ho, Ir Duncan Wong and Ir Arthur Yung
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• An award established by the HKIE to recognise outstanding trainees
• Open to all registered Scheme “A” trainees whose nominal training period lies within
1 September 2021 and 31 August 2022

NOTICES TO MEMBERS

Trainee of the Year Award 2022

• Application period: 1 May 2022 to 31 August 2022
• Prizes are as follows:
1st Prize - HK$10,000
2nd Prize - HK$8,000
3rd Prize - HK$6,000
A souvenir will be awarded to each of the winners’ companies to recognise their
contribution and support to the HKIE at the HKIE Prize Presentation Ceremony. A special
feature on the winners will be published in the Hong Kong Engineer.

Don’t miss this golden chance to recognise your trainees’
outstanding achievements!
The HKIE has the sole discretion to determine the award and the prizes.
For enquiries, please contact the Training & Development Section at 2890 6373 or by email train@hkie.org.hk.

In Memoriam
CHUNG Kam Yin Robinson
LO Wing Keung Derek
TSUI Kin Man
YUEN Ka Ho
The Institution notes with sadness the passing away of
Ir CHUNG Kam Yin Robinson, Ir LO Wing Keung Derek,
Ir TSUI Kin Man and Mr YUEN Ka Ho. Our deepest sympathy
goes to their family and friends.
*Note from the Secretariat: If members come across to
know any of our members who has passed away, please
notify us.

Online CPD Logbook for
Members of the HKIE
The online CPD logbook service is now in operation to provide
solely for members of the HKIE to record their personal CPD
activities. Members are invited to enter the Member Login
area of our website to access to this online free-of-charge
CPD logbook for keeping a systemic record of their CPD
participation.
For trainees who are under the formal training schemes of the
HKIE, they will remain to be required to record their CPD
activities in the Record of CPD with endorsement by their
Engineering Supervisors.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact the
Member Login Service Support at mlssupport@hkie.org.hk.
May 2022 I Hong Kong Engineer
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HKIE Diary 2023 –
Place your order online!
The HKIE Diary is a pocket-sized planner featuring information
about the Institution and useful telephone numbers.
To protect the environment by minimising paper use and
support the Institution in pursuant of digitalisation, members
are encouraged to place an online order for a complimentary
copy of the HKIE Diary 2023 at the Member Login Area of the
HKIE website by Wednesday, 31 August 2022.
Upon successful order, members will receive an
acknowledgement email in September 2022, and the HKIE
Diary will be sent out in December 2022. Late orders will only
be accommodated while stock lasts and an administrative
charge of HK$40 will apply.

HKIE Member Login Area
https://www.hkie.org.hk/memberarea/
For enquiries on the access of the HKIE Member Login Area,
please contact mlssuport@hkie.org.hk.

Remarks:
• Members are encouraged to update your
correspondence address at “My Profile” under “Services”
in the Member Login Area.
• Please note that only subscribed members with valid
membership will receive the publication ordered.
• Student Members under the Free Student Membership
Scheme are not eligible to order the HKIE Diary.

Policy on Reinstatement
Corporate Members and Associate Members who have been
removed from the membership roll (due to resignation or
striking off by Council resolution) for more than seven years will
be required to submit fresh applications should they wish to
re-join the Institution. All other grades of members who have
been removed from the membership roll (due to resignation
or striking off by Council resolution) for more than three years
will be required to submit fresh applications should they wish
to re-join the Institution. Subject to the above, the current
payment scale for reinstatement of membership other than
for non-resident members, is a reinstatement fee of HK$400
(for administration purpose), plus all arrears in subscription.
The arrears in subscription shall be subject to a maximum
of three years’ subscriptions prior to the application for
reinstatement of membership.
Non-resident members who apply for the reinstatement
of membership as non-resident members shall only be
required to pay a reinstatement fee of HK$400; all arrears
in subscription shall be waived. All other requirements for
reinstatement of membership shall remain unchanged.
46
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Update on “SARTOR3”
(Standards and Routes
to Registration 3) and
“UK-SPEC” (The UK
Standard for
Professional Engineering
Competence)
The Engineering Council (UK) implemented “SARTOR3” system
from 1999. Accredited MEng degrees or accredited BEng
degrees plus matching sections are required to satisfy the
academic requirements for Chartered Engineers in the United
Kingdom. The HKIE is a signatory to the Washington Accord
and the HKIE recognizes the accredited MEng or accredited
BEng degrees plus matching sections of the Engineering
Council (UK) from first intake year 1999 as satisfying the
academic requirements for Member of the HKIE.
With effect from 1 March 2004, the “SARTOR3” system has
been replaced by the “UK-SPEC”. The Engineering Council (UK)
has revised UK-SPEC and has implemented it from
31 December 2021. The academic requirements for Chartered
Engineers (CEng) Registration are:
(i) An accredited Bachelors degree with honours in
engineering or technology, plus either an appropriate
Masters degree or engineering doctorate accredited by
a Licensee*, or appropriate further learning to Masters
level
(ii) An accredited integrated MEng degree
(iii) An accredited Bachelors degree with honours in
engineering or technology started before September 1999
(iv) Equivalent qualifications or apprenticeships accredited
or approved by a Licensee*, or at an equivalent level
in a relevant national or international qualifications
framework
* Licensee is the engineering institutions that have been
licensed by the Engineering Council (UK) to assess individuals
for professional registration.
The HKIE shall accept graduates from the UK as satisfying the
academic requirements for Member of the Institution if they
could provide document proof from the Engineering Council
(UK) that they have satisfied the academic requirements
(i) to (iii) above for Chartered Engineers (CEng) Registration.

Commencing 1 January 2019, competence-based approach
to CPD activities will be fully implemented as part of CPD
requirements for Corporate Members. Corporate Members
are required to undertake, out of the 30 hours per year, at
least 5 hours each for two areas of CPD activities, namely
“Technical Matters” (TM) and “Broader Areas of Studies” (BAS).
Corporate Members are required to complete and return an
annual CPD Declaration Form together with the membership
subscription advice to the Institution. A random checking,
usually 1% sampling, on all Corporate Members, will be
conducted on an annual basis. Members who are selected
for checking will be asked to submit their evidences of CPD.
The following actions shall be taken in case of
non-compliance:
1. Corporate Members who fail to comply with the CPD
requirement in the first year selected for sampling will be
asked to submit their records again in the following year;
2. Warning letters will be issued to Corporate Members
who fail to comply in two consecutive years. The HKIE
Continuing Professional Development Committee (CPDC)
will also follow up with those Corporate Members on the
reasons of non-compliance;
3. Corporate Members who fail to comply with the CPD
requirements in the third consecutive year may be
invited to an interview with HKIE Continuing Professional
Development Committee (CPDC) Representative(s);
4. Corporate Members who fail to comply with the CPD
requirements for the 4th consecutive year will have their
names published in Hong Kong Engineer .

Mandatory Basic Safety
Training under the
Factories and Industrial
Undertakings Ordinance,
Cap. 59
Corporate Membership has satisfied the Commissioner for
Labour in respect of section 6BA(4), Cap 59 since 1998 on the
understanding that Corporate Members have undertaken a
minimum units in the Continuing Professional Development
(CPD) programmes, which include updates on occupational
health and safety legislation. On the basis that Corporate
Members will continuously update their knowledge in
occupational safety and health through CPD, Corporate
Members of the HKIE do not need to take mandatory basic
safety training before entering construction sites.

NOTICES TO MEMBERS

Mandatory Continuing
Professional Development
Requirements for
Corporate Members

Please note that the HKIE is required to provide such CPD
records concerning the recognition of the Corporate
Members’ training for the purpose of section 6BA, Cap 59
upon the request of the Labour Department.

Follow HKIE
Follow our facebook

For details, please refer to the “Guidance Notes for
Mandatory Continuing Professional Development (CPD) for
Corporate Members” which is available on the HKIE website
at http://www.hkie.org.hk.

Follow
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HKIE Transactions
HKIE Transactions i s a quarterly periodical that provides a forum for discussing all aspects of engineering from both
theoretical and practical perspectives and is now in Volume 29. Full-length papers, technical notes and discussions
on any topic of engineering are always welcome. All published papers are available at http://www.hkie.org.hk/
hkietransactions for all you can read!

Volume 29 Number 1 is available now!
Transactions papers include:
Concrete placing crew and truckmixer productivities as affected by delivery scheduling policies
By Michael Anson and Francis Ming Fung Siu
Benchmarking site-plant resource matching performance of ready-mixed concrete delivery and placing
By Francis Ming Fung Siu, Anson Kwun Wang Wong and Michael Anson
Impact of Micronutrient Technique (MNT) for biosolids reduction in wastewater treatment plants
By Anthony See Yuen To and Alan Kin-tak Lau
Improvement of cable defect identification for power distribution networks
By Ke Zhu and Ting Fat Ng
Visual-optical positioning and configuration of non-identified electronic pricing tags on retail shelves
By Wai Tong Fung and Kin Man Lam
A robust and efficient automated product recognition system based on scenario design methodology and
computer vision techniques
By Wai Tong Fung and Kin Man Lam

Theme Issue (June 2023) on
“Construction by Smart and Innovative
Techniques” - Calling for abstracts
You are invited to submit papers for our Theme Issue on the subject Construction by Smart and Innovative
Techniques to be published in Volume 30 Number 2 in June 2023.
Abstract submission deadline: 16 May 2022
Topics suitable for inclusion include but not limited to:
MiC, AI, BIM, GIS, IoT, Digital Twin, Robotics, automation and life cycle assessment and their applications in all areas of
construction such as logistics, supply chain, transportation, construction planning, delivery, monitoring, sustainability
and management
For more details about this theme issue: https://www.hkie.org.hk/en/membership/transactions_call_for_papers

Enquiries
hkietransactions@hkie.org.hk
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Cufflinks set
We are excited to announce the launch of the brand new HKIE cufflinks, tie clip and magnetic
badge set. Turning the simplified HKIE Dragon Coat of Arms into matching cufflinks and
magnetic badge, together with the tie clip engraved with HKIE logo, it’s perfect for your special
occasions. These are the accessories of simplicity and chic that you definitely need to own a set.

Cufflinks
Made of plated copper, the HKIE cufflinks’ sophisticated matte-silver
appearance goes well with any of your formal outfit.

NOTICES TO MEMBERS

HKIE cufflinks, tie clip and magnetic badge set

Tie clip
The HKIE tie clip is laser-engraved with HKIE logo. The matte-silver colour
created an understated elegant design, matches your ties and your
style. It adds a touch of class to your HKIE ties in navy blue or burgundy.

Cufflink set

HK $200

Cufflinks

HK $120

Tie clip

HK $100

Magnetic badge

HK $110

Magnetic badge
The exquisite HKIE magnetic badge, also made of plated copper,
adding style to your clothes without harming the textile. Whether
attaching the matte-silver magnetic badge on a suit jacket or
a one-piece dress, it would be a modish touch-up of your outfit.

The HKIE Diary 2022

HKIE lady scarf

Designed to be handy and
fit neatly into your pocket,
the HKIE Diary 2022 featuring
information about the
Institution, useful telephone
numbers, notable dates and
railway maps to ensure you
keep on top of your meetings
and schedules. Diaries are
available for sale at HK$40
each. Place your order
now while stocks last.

If you are looking for a souvenir with a sense of
elegance and style, the gold HKIE lady scarf is your
must-have item in your closet. The HKIE lady scarf
printed with simplified
HKIE Dragon Coat of Arms
pattern monogram is
100% made of silk, making
it both fashionable and
comfortable. The HKIE
lady scarf is now available
at HK$290 each.

The HKIE Souvenir

HKIE ties
With an eye-catching and stylish design, the HKIE Ties are among the most popular souvenirs for our members. Six new
designs are now available and may be an essential piece to add to your wardrobe. Embroidered with the simplified
HKIE Dragon Coat of Arms, either in a single, monogram or two-colour pattern, the ties are timeless accessories for
fellow engineers and suitable for every occasion. The six new designs are now available at HK$100 each.

Simplified Dragon
Simplified Dragon
Embroidered (Navy blue) Embroidered (Burgundy)

Monogram Dragon
Pattern (Navy Blue)

Monogram Dragon
Pattern (Burgundy)

Two-colour Dragon
Pattern (Navy Blue)

Two-colour Dragon
Pattern (Burgundy)

For details of our whole range of souvenirs, please visit: https://hkie.org.hk/en/membership/souvenir/
For enquiries and ordering, please contact our reception desk at 2895 4446.
May 2022 I Hong Kong Engineer
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The following elections were
recently approved by Council
of the Hong Kong Institution of
Engineers.
Fellow
CHAN Kwok Keung
CHANG Fan
CHEUNG Ka Fu
KUO Tung Ming
KWOK Chi Lok Derek
LAM Nga Yan
LO Kwok Kuen Joseph
LO Yiu
POON Yat Fai Dicky
TO Anthony See Yuen
WONG Yuk Ming
WU Kwok Yuen
YAU Kin Pui
ZHANG YI

No of Fellow : 14

Member
CHAN Ka Lok
CHAN Ping Pan
CHAN Pui Chun
CHENG Sze Yuen
CHEUNG Chi Chung
CHEUNG Hoi Kui
CHEUNG Ka Chun
CHOI Azura Yuk Chin
CHOW Kevin Chi Tsun
CHOW Man In
CHUI Wai Him
CHUNG Sum Chi
CHUNG Wai Hung
FONG Yu Chung
FUNG Wang Tat
HO Chun Fai
HO Hung Lai
HU Tianyu
HUI Chuen Man
KWAN Andrew Kai Cheong
LAI Yuen Fai
LAM Chi Wai
LAM Ho Yin
LAM King Hang
LAU Connie Kar Yan
LAU Shuk Ki Joey
LAU Tak Kei
LEONG Cheung Ching
LEUNG Yue Hin
LI Di
LI Kwong Lik
LIN Weixian
LIU Jiajie
LO Kwan Ming
LUI Suet Kwan
MAK Ka Shing Sunny
MOK Kwan Tat
NG Kwong Po
POON Tim Leung
SO Chun Fung
TAM Yuk Sang
TSANG Yiu Kee Kay
TSO Chi Yan
TSUI Sik Hung Alexander
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TSUI Siu Leung
WONG Cheuk San
WONG Fei Pang
WONG Wai Kit
WONG Wan Sie Winxie
WONG Yui Leung
YAU Man Ho
YEUNG Yan Chak Hermann
YIM King Chun
YIP Fu Keung
YIU Koon Lun

No of Member : 55

Graduate member
AU Ka Lok
CAI Leyun
CHAN Ardis
CHAN Chi Chung
CHAN Chin Ho
CHAN Chun Sing
CHAN Kam Chun
CHAN Kin Lun
CHAN Kui Wai
CHAN Man Tseung
CHAN Ming Chu
CHAN Shuk Yi
CHAN Shun Yin
CHAN Sing
CHAN Tsz Hin
CHAN Tsz Kai
CHAU Man Kin
CHAU Man Kit
CHEN Yuan
CHENG Chi Hong
CHENG Chi Yung
CHENG Kiu Shing
CHEUNG Cheong Lung
CHEUNG Chun Ho
CHEUNG Ting Fai
CHEUNG Tsz Kwan
CHIU Tsun Lim
CHOI Ka Fai
CHOI Pui Ling
CHONG Ka Chai
CHOU Garvey
CHOW Chun Hon Christopher
CHOW Ekarin
CHOW Kin Hung
CHOW Yuen Ying
CHU Ching Sau
CHU Long Ching
CHUNG Cheuk Him Hugo
CHUNG Chun Sum
CHUNG Ka Lok
CHUNG Lap Yin
CHUNG Yin Long
FERNALDY Felix Alpin
FOK Ngok Yuen
FUNG Yiu Ying
HE Jingjing
HO Cheuk Yin Geoffrey
HO Ka Leong
HO Shing Lai
HO Yan Chun Michael
HONG Cheuk Hay
HUNG Ling Hin
HUNG Wing In
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IP Ngo Kit Oscar
KHO Nyak Lek
KONG Hoi Leung
KUNG Hiu Hung
KWOK Sze Long Kelvin
KWOK Tat Sing Garvin
KWOK Tsz Kit
LAI Ka Chun
LAI Long Yin
LAM Cheuk Yiu
LAM Chin Ho
LAM Kai Yin
LAM Wui Hei
LAU Ho Pok
LAU Sin Yu
LAW Ho Hin
LAW Wan Hei
LEE Cheuk Him
LEE Ka Ho
LEE Wing Che Venese
LEUNG Ka Wai Gary
LEUNG Man Hin
LEUNG Tung Lun
LEUNG Wai Chau
LI Chun Tim
LI Man To
LI Yuen Tao
LING Jing Tung
LIU Ka Wai
LO Joseph Hiu-Fung
LOO Siu Yin
MA Tsz Kin
MAK Hoi Kuen
MAK Pak Long
MOK Wai Wah
NG Chun Wai
NG Kin Chiu
NG Tun Yee
NG Ying Lee
NGAI Kang Lam
POON Kai Chung
POON Nap Ching
SHUM Ming Fung Terence
SO Siu Ting
SUN Wai Yeung
SZE Yiu Wai
TAM Chun Yiu
TAM Po Yi
TAM Ryan Lap-heng
TAM Sum Yiu
TAM Wing Kit
TANG Ji Hin
TANG Yiwei
TJOE Sabella Yosephine
TONG Ho Pan Ben
TONG Tsz Hin
TONG Wai Fung Wilfred
TSANG Kin Yip
TSANG Po Yi
TSOI Kin Hang
WONG Chun Hung Christopher
WONG Chun Kit
WONG Hong Yu
WONG Ka Long
WONG Kei Chun
WONG Kei Yau
WONG Shing Kwan
WONG Tsun Ming
WONG Tsz Hin Hinson

WONG Tsz Lam
WONG Tsz Sang
WONG Tsz Yin
WONG Wai Lam
WONG Yiu Fai
WONG Yuen Yi
WONG Yuk Kwan
WU Chi Ho
YE Cong
YEUNG Chi Shing
YEUNG Ching Lok
YEUNG Chuen Kit
YEUNG Hoi Fan
YEUNG Tsun
YIP Kai Chung
YIP Yuk Long
YU On Kei
YU Tsz Lok
YUE Kwan Yat
YUEN Edmund Sing Man
YUEN Ho Kiu
YUNG Ho Yu
YUNG Ning Hin

No of Graduate member : 145

Student member
CHAN Cheuk Kwan
CHAN Kelvin Cheuk Kwan
CHAN Kung Yau
CHENG Tsz Ngo
HARSONO Abel Haris
HO Hei Man
HO Kwan Hing
ISLAM Nafis Ul
KI On Yuen
LAM Cheuk Lung
LAM Ka Chok
LAM Tin Ho Eugene
LAU Cheuk Ying
LAU Chi Ho
MA Hiu Wa
NG Ka Chun
SZE Cheuk Hin
TANG Kai Lam
TSANG Chun Pan
WEI Shi Qi
WONG Lok Hang
YEUNG Yin Ho
ZUO Zihan

No of Student member : 23
The following elections to
Additional Discipline were
recently approved by Council
of the Hong Kong Institution of
Engineers.
Name
Disciplines
LAI Brian Gavin
CVL
LEE Hiu Tong
CVL
TAI Wai Hin
CVL
TO Franklin Kwok Leung GEL
WONG Tsz Fung
GEL

Total Elections : 5

Six Sigma Yellow Belt (T6YB)
• 10 - 11 May 2022 (Tue - Wed) (CPD0503)
• 7 - 8 June 2022 (Tue - Wed) (CPD0603)
• 11 - 12 July 2022 (Mon - Tue) (CPD0702)
9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$3,630 (HK$3,430 for HKIE Member)

Six Sigma Green Belt (T6GB)
• 25 - 27 May 2022 (Wed - Fri) (CPD0514)
• 22 - 24 June 2022 (Wed - Fri) (CPD0614)
• 13 - 14 July 2022 (Wed - Thu) (CPD0706)
9:30am - 5:30pm; HK$6,060 (HK$5,860 for HKIE Member)

ISO 14001:2015 Internal Auditor Training (TE4)
• 10 - 11 May 2022 (Tue - Wed) (CPD0504)
• 8 - 9 June 2022 (Wed - Thu) (CPD0604)
• 7 - 8 July 2022 (Thu - Fri) (CPD0721)
9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$3,190 (HK$2,990 for HKIE Member)

IRCA Certificated ISO 14001:2004 EMS Auditor / Lead
Auditor Training (TE9)
• 23 - 27 May 2022 (Mon - Fri) (CPD0505)
• 13 - 17 June 2022 (Mon - Fri) (CPD0605)
• 18 - 22 July 2022 (Mon - Fri) (CPD0712)
9:00am - 5:30pm; HK$10,600 (HK$10,400 for HKIE Member)

ISO 50001:2018 Energy Review Training (TNEn1)
• 6 May 2022 (Fri) (CPD0512)
• 7 June 2022 (Tue) (CPD0612)
• 4 July 2022 (Mon) (CPD0719)
9:30am - 1:00pm; HK$990 (HK$890 for HKIE Member)

ISO 50001: 2018 Implementation & Documentation
(TNEn3)
• 3 May 2022 (Tue) (CPD0506)
• 1 June 2022 (Wed) (CPD0606)
• 6 July 2022 (Wed) (CPD0720)
9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$1,560 (HK$1,460 for HKIE Member)

ISO 50001: 2018 Internal Auditor Training (TNEn4)
• 23 - 24 May 2022 (Mon - Tue) (CPD0507)
• 20 - 21 June 2022 (Mon - Tue) (CPD0607)
• 7 - 8 July 2022 (Thu - Fri) (CPD0722)
9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$3,190 (HK$2,990 for HKIE Member)

ISO 55001 Effective Application (TA2)
• 10 May 2022 (Tue) (CPD0515)
• 14 June 2022 (Tue) (CPD0615)
• 19 July 2022 (Tue) (CPD0714)
9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$1,650 (HK$1,550 for HKIE Member)

ISO 55001 Implementation & Documentation (TA3)
• 11 May 2022 (Wed) (CPD0516)
• 15 June 2022 (Wed) (CPD0616)
• 20 July 2022 (Wed) (CPD0715)
9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$1,650 (HK$1,550 for HKIE Member)

ISO 55001 Internal Auditor Training (TA4)
• 12 - 13 May 2022 (Thu - Fri) (CPD0517)
• 16 - 17 June 2022 (Thu - Fri) (CPD0617)
• 21 - 22 July 2022 (Thu - Fri) (CPD0716)
9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$3,190 (HK$2,990 for HKIE Member)

ISO 9001: 2015 Internal Auditor Training (TQ4)

ISO 45001:2018 Internal Auditor Training (TNS4)
• 26 - 27 May 2022 (Thu - Fri) (CPD0511)
• 9 - 10 June 2022 (Thu - Fri) (CPD0611)
• 14 - 15 July 2022 (Thu - Fri) (CPD0708)
9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$3,190 (HK$2,990 for HKIE Member)

Safety Management and Laboratory Safety
Application Training (SP01)
• 4 May 2022 (Wed) (CPD0518)
• 2 June 2022 (Thu) (CPD0618)
• 8 July 2022 (Fri) (CPD0723)
9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$2,145 (HK$1,995 for HKIE Member)

Safety Tips Training for Works in Office & Out of Office
(SP02)

CPD PROGRAMME

Accredited Certification International Limited

• 5 May 2022 (Thu) (CPD0519)
• 6 June 2022 (Mon) (CPD0619)
• 11 July 2022 (Mon) (CPD0701)
9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$2,145 (HK$1,995 for HKIE Member)

Safe and Civilised Construction (SP03)
• 6 May 2022 (Fri) (CPD0520)
• 7 June 2022 (Tue) (CPD0620)
• 12 July 2022 (Tue) (CPD0704)
9:30am - 1:30pm; HK$1,100 (HK$1,000 for HKIE Member)

Safety Practice in Construction (SP04)
• 10 May 2022 (Tue) (CPD0521)
• 8 June 2022 (Wed) (CPD0621)
• 13 July 2022 (Wed) (CPD0705)
9:30am - 1:30pm; HK$1,100 (HK$1,000 for HKIE Member)

Occupational Safety on Display Screen Equipment
(SP05)
• 11 May 2022 (Wed) (CPD0522)
• 9 June 2022 (Thu) (CPD0622)
• 14 July 2022 (Thu) (CPD0707)
9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$2,145 (HK$1,995 for HKIE Member)

Safety Practice in Confined Space (SP06)
• 12 May 2022 (Thu) (CPD0523)
• 10 June 2022 (Fri) (CP0623)
• 15 July 2022 (Fri) (CPD0710)
9:30am - 1:30pm; HK$1,100 (HK$1,000 for HKIE Member)

Safety and 5S in Construction Warehouse (SP08)
• 13 May 2022 (Fri) (CPD0524)
• 13 June 2022 (Mon) (CPD0624)
• 18 July 2022 (Mon) (CPD0711)
9:30am - 1:30pm; HK$1,100 (HK$1,000 for HKIE Member)

Integrated Management System Internal Auditor
Training (TM4)
• 12 - 13 May 2022 (Thu - Fri) (CPD0513)
• 13 -14 June 2022 (Mon - Tue) (CPD0613)
• 25 - 26 July 2022 (Mon - Tue) (CPD0717)
9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$3,850 (HK$3,650 for HKIE Member)

Key Performance Indicators (TKPI)
• 18 May 2022 (Wed) (CPD0508)
• 15 June 2022 (Wed) (CPD0608)
• 12 July 2022 (Tue)) (CPD0703)
9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$2,590 (HK$2,390 for HKIE Member)

Advanced Quality Circle Facilitator Course (TQC4)

• 10 - 11 May 2022 (Tue - Wed) (CPD0509)
• 7 - 8 June 2022 (Tue - Wed) (CPD0609)
• 14 - 15 July 2022 (Thu - Fri) (CPD0709)
9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$3,190 (HK$2,990 for HKIE Member)

• 26 May 2022 (Thu) (CPD0510)
• 23 June 2022 (Thu) (CPD0610)
• 19 July 2022 (Tue) (CPD0713)
9:30am-5:00pm; HK$1,660 (HK$1,460 for HKIE Member)

IRCA Certificated ISO 9001:2015 QMS Auditor/Lead
Auditor Training (TQ9)

Venue: Unit 1901, 19/F, Yen Sheng Centre, 64 Hoi Yuen
Road, Kwun Tong, Kowloon, Hong Kong.

• 16 - 20 May 2022 (Mon - Fri) (CPD0525)
• 6 - 10 June 2022 (Mon - Fri) (CPD0625)
• 25 - 29 July 2022 (Mon - Fri) (CPD0718)
9:00am - 5:30pm; HK$10,600 (HK$10,400 for HKIE Member)

Registration: Please download the Enrollment Form
from the HKIE website and return to ACI.

For course details and application forms, please refer to the Course Calendar under Continuing Professional Development at the HKIE homepage at http://www.hkie.org.hk.
Please note that all course information is subject to alteration by Course Providers without prior notice.
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Enquiries: Training Department on Tel: 3977 8983;
Fax: 2806 1940; Email: training@aci–limited.com;
Website: www.aci-limited.com
Gala Education Company
eLearning series:
Lessons from Financial Crisis

Registration: Please download the Enrollment Form
from the HKIE website and return to HKLTI with
a crossed cheque made payable to “Hong Kong
Legal Training Institute Ltd.” addressed to Hong Kong
Legal Training Institute, Rm 503, Tower Two,
Lippo Centre, Admiralty, Hong Kong.
Enquiries: Tel: 2869 6322; Email: email@hklti.hk

• 1 - 31 May 2022 (CPD0531)
• 1 - 30 June 2022 (CPD0631)
• 1 - 31 July 2022 (CPD0727)
Duration: 4 hours; HK$780

Independent Commission Against Corruption,

The Financial Side of Project Management

Integrity Management System for Construction Industry
(CPD0501)

• 1 - 31 May 2022 (CPD0529)
• 1 - 30 June 2022 (CPD0629)
• 1 - 31 July 2022 (CPD0729)
Duration: 3 hours; HK$780

Business Finance for Non- Finance Managers
• 1 - 31 May 2022 (CPD0530)
• 1 - 30 June 2022 (CPD0630)
• 1 - 31 July 2022 (CPD0724)
Duration: 3 hours; HK$780

Understanding Financial Risk and Hedging by Market
Products
• 1 - 31 May 2022 (CPD0532)
• 1 - 30 June 2022 (CPD0632)
• 1 - 31 July 2022 (CPD0730)
Duration: 3 hours; HK$780

Hong Kong Business Ethics Development Centre

23 May 2022 (Monday); 6:30pm - 8:00pm; Free of charge

Practising Ethics – An Effective Defence Against
Corruption (CPD0602)
11 June 2022 (Sat); 9:30am - 11:00am; Free of charge

Venue: The HKIE Headquarters
Registration: Please complete the online application
form from the HKIE website.
Enquiries: Tel: 2890 6373; Email: cpdc@hkie.org.hk
Mastermind Training Institute (Hong Kong) Limited

English for Technical Writing
• 1 - 31 May 2022 (CPD0526)
• 1 - 30 June 2022 (CPD0626)
• 1 - 31 July 2022 (CPD0725)
Duration: 3 hours; HK$780

Improving the Style of Your English Writing
• 1 - 31 May 2022 (CPD0527)
• 1 - 30 June 2022 (CPD0627)
• 1 - 31 July 2022 (CPD0726)
Duration: 3 hours; HK$780

Mistakes to avoid in conversational English

16 May 2022 (Mon); 9:30am – 5:00pm; HK$1,500

Budgeting and Cost Management for Non-finance
Professionals (CPD0652)
6 June 2022 (Mon); 9:30am – 5:00pm; HK$1,500

Essentials of NEC4 Engineering Construction Contract
(ECC) (CPD0653)

• 1 - 31 May 2022 (CPD0528)
• 1 - 30 June 2022 (CPD0628)
• 1 - 31 July 2022 (CPD0728)
Duration: 3 hours; HK$780

10 June 2022 (Fri); 9:00am – 5:00pm; HK$2,000

Registration: Please send an email to
eLearning@galaeducation.com, stating the e-class of
interest and contact information.

Venue: Wanchai/ Admiralty

Enquiries: Tel: 9310 7127 (Dr KONG);
Email: eLearning@galaeducation.com
Hong Kong Legal Training Institute
Hybrinar: Essentials of Mediation Skills in Workplace
(CPD0533)
20 May 2022 (Fri); 9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$1,500

Hybrinar: Legal Aspects of Negligence for Engineers
(CPD0634)
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Essential Finance and Accounting Techniques for
Non-finance Professionals (CPD0551)

Construction Contract Claims Essentials (CPD0731)
29 July 2022 (Fri); 9:30am – 5:00pm; HK$1,500

Registration: Please complete the Online Enrollment
Form from the HKIE website.
Enquiries: Training Department at Tel: 2709 1038;
Email: training@master-mind.hk
MindPower Development Academy Co. Limited
Psychology for Safety Officers & Managers
• 23 May 2022 (Mon) (CPD0536)
• 27 June 2022 (Mon) (CPD0636)
9:00am - 5:00pm; HK$3,300 for HKIE Member

24 June 2022 (Fri); 9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$1,500

Qualified Vibration Monitoring & Diagnosis Analyst
(Level I)

Venue: HKMA 14/F, Fairmont House, 8 Cotton Tree
Drive, Central Hong Kong

• 19 May 2022 (Thu) (CPD0534)
• 9 June 2022 (Thu) (CPD0641)
9:30am - 5:30pm; HK$3,250 for HKIE Member

For course details and application forms, please refer to the Course Calendar under Continuing Professional Development at the HKIE homepage at http://www.hkie.org.hk.
Please note that all course information is subject to alteration by Course Providers without prior notice.

Health and Safety for Graduate Engineers (Electrical
and Mechanical Industry) (CPD0643)

• 30 June 2022 (Thu) (CPD0635)
9:30am - 5:30pm; HK$5,800 for HKIE Member

20, 21 & 22 June 2022 (Mon, Tue & Wed)
9:30am - 12:30pm (Module 1, 3 & 5); 2:00pm - 5:00pm (Module 2 & 4);
HK$1,870 for a 5-module full course/ HK$374 per module
HK$1,680 for a 5-module full course / HK$336 per module*
HK$1,310 for a 5-module full course / HK$262 per module**

Amazing Presentation Skills for Engineers and Managers
• 11 & 12 May 2022 (Wed & Thu) (CPD0537)
• 22 & 23 June 2022 (Wed & Thu) (CPD0637)
9:00am - 5:00pm; HK$6,800 for HKIE Member

Behavioral Based Safety Observation for Safety
Officers, Engineers & Managers
• 17 May 2022 (Tue) (CPD0538)
• 14 June 2022 (Tue) (CPD0638)
• 27 July 2022 (Wed) (CPD0732)
9:00am - 5:00pm; HK$3,500 for HKIE Member

Interview Secret leading to Career Success for
Engineers & Managers
• 25 May 2022 (Wed) (CPD0539)
• 26 June 2022 (Wed) (CPD0639)
9:00am - 5:00pm; HK$1,800 for HKIE Member

Be a Transformational Leader: Enneagram in
Engineering Leadership
• 31 May 2022 (Tue) CPD0540)
• 7 June 2022 (Tue) (CPD0640)
9:15am – 5:00pm; HK$ 3,700 for HKIE Member

Lean Six Sigma Green Belt (BS ISO 13503)
• 6, 13, 20 & 27 May 2022 (Fri) (CPD0535)
• 8, 15, 22 & 29 July 2022 (Fri) (CPD0733)
9:00am - 5:00pm; HK$4,800 for HKIE Member

Venue: Unit 2101, 21/F, Gala Place, 56 Dundas Street,
Mong Kok, Kowloon, Hong Kong
Registration: Please make your registration at
www.mpda.com.hk
Enquiries: Tel: 8192 9898 (Miss Melinda);
Email: info@mpda.com.hk
Occupational Safety & Health Council

*Training Fee for Ambassador and Green Cross Group
Member
**Training Fee for SMEs
Venue: North Point OSH Training Centre, 18/F,
China United Centre, 28 Marble Road, North Point,
Hong Kong
Registration: Please download the Enrollment Form
from the HKIE website and return to OSHC with
a crossed cheque made payable to “Occupational
Safety and Health Council”
Enquiries: Tel: 2116 5708 (Miss Helly Hui); Fax: 2151 7411
SGS Hong Kong Limited
HKICA Certified ISO 9001:2015 Quality Management
System Foundation Training Course (CPD0544)
30 May 2022 (Mon); 9:00am – 6:00pm; HK$1,200 (HK$1,080 for HKIE Member)

ISO 13485:2016 Medical Devices Quality Management
Systems Foundation Course-For Medical Devices
Industry Training (CPD0545)
13 May 2022 (Fri); 9:30 am - 5:30 pm; HK$1,800 (HK$1,440 for HKIE Member)

ISO 31000 Risk Management for Engineers Training
(CPD0546)
27 May 2022 (Fri); 9:00am – 6:00pm; HK$1,300 (HK$1,040 for HKIE Member)

ISO 45001:2018-Occupational Health and Safety
Management Systems-Internal Auditor Training Course
(CQI/IRCA Certificated Course:1890-PT 249) (CPD0547)

Health and Safety for Graduate Engineers (Information)
(CPD0541)

12-13 May 2022 (Thu-Fri); 9:00am – 6:00pm; HK$4,000 (HK$3,200 for HKIE
Member)

6, 13 & 20 May 2022 (Fri)
9:30am - 12:30pm (Module 1, 3 & 5); 2:00pm - 5:00pm (Module 2 & 4);
HK$1,870 for a 5-module full course/ HK$374 per module
HK$1,680 for a 5-module full course / HK$336 per module*
HK$1,310 for a 5-module full course / HK$262 per module**

ISO 50001:2018 Energy Management System (EnMS)
Foundation Training (CPD0646)

Risk Assessment for Graduate Engineers (CPD0542)
16 & 23 May 2022 (Mon); 9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$1,080 / HK$970* / HK$760**

Construction Safety Management Systems Training for
Graduate Engineers (CPD0644)

27 June 2022 (Mon); 9:30am - 5:30pm; HK$1,800 (HK$1,440 for HKIE Member)

SA8000®2014 Standard Requirement and Interpretation
Training (CPD0647)
6 June 2022 (Mon); 9:30 am - 5:30 pm; HK$1,800 (HK$1,440 for HKIE Member)

IRCA Certified ISO 9001:2015 Foundation Training
(CPD0648)

10, 17 & 24 June 2022 (Fri); 9:30am – 5:00pm; HK$2,270 / HK$2,040* /
HK$1,590**

13 June 2022 (Mon); 9:00am – 6:00pm; HK$2,000 (HK$1,600 for HKIE Member)

Health and Safety for Graduate Engineers
(Construction Industry) (CPD0642)

Venue: UNIT 303&305, 3/F Building 22E Phase 3 HK
Science Park, N.T. Hong Kong

6, 7 & 8 June 2022 (Mon, Tue & Wed);
9:30am - 12:30pm (Module 1 & 4); 2:00pm - 5:00pm (Module 2 & 5);
9:30am - 5:00pm (Module 3);
HK$1,870 for a 5-module full course/ HK$374 per module
HK$1,680 for a 5-module full course / HK$336 per module*
HK$1,310 for a 5-module full course / HK$262 per module**

CPD PROGRAMME

Qualified Vibration Monitoring & Diagnosis Analyst
(Advanced Level)

Registration: Please download the Enrollment Form
from the HKIE website and return to SGS with a crossed
cheque made payable to “SGS Hong Kong Ltd. – SGS
Academy”, UNIT 303 & 305, 3/F, Building 22E, Phase 3,
HK Science Park, Pak Sek Kok, N.T. Hong Kong.
Attn: Ms. Joyce CHONG

For course details and application forms, please refer to the Course Calendar under Continuing Professional Development at the HKIE homepage at http://www.hkie.org.hk.
Please note that all course information is subject to alteration by Course Providers without prior notice.
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Enquiries: Tel: 2765 3530 (Ms. Joyce CHONG);
Fax: 2333 2257

Enquiries: Tel: 6048 8001 (Mr Stephen Lam);
Email: cpd@step-coaching.com.hk;
Website: http://www.step-coaching.com.hk

Sigma Breakthrough Technologies International
(Hong Kong) Ltd.
Completing Project on Time, Within Budget and Deliver
in Full
• 13 & 27 May 2022 (Fri) (CPD0543) [Webex]
• 9 & 23 June 2022 (Thu) (CPD0645) [Webex]
• 8 & 22 July 2022 (Fri) (CPD0734) [Webex]
2:30pm - 5:45pm; HK$1,500 (HK$1,200 for HKIE Member)

Registration: Please complete the Online Enrollment
Form from the HKIE website.
Enquiries: Ms. Lau on Tel: 2111 0323;
Email: info@sbti.com.hk
STEP Coaching & Consulting Limited

TQM Consultants Company Limited
Professional Project Management
• 6 May 2022 (Fri) (CPD0552)
• 10 May 2022 (Tue) (CPD0554)
• 18 May 2022 (Wed) (CPD0557)
• 27 May 2022 (Fri) (CPD0561)
• 15 June 2022 (Wed) (CPD0656)
• 21 June 2022 (Tue) (CPD0658)
• 12 July 2022 (Tue) (CPD0741)
• 28 July 2022 (Thu) (CPD0746)
9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$1,600 (HK$1,300 for HKIE Members)

Achieving Timeliness, Quality and Margin with 7 QC
tools
• 2 June 2022 (Thu) (CPD0654)
• 18 July 2022 (Mon) (CPD0743)
9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$1,600 (HK$1,300 for HKIE Members)

Sustainable Development Planning Workshop
Enhance Business Value through Creativity Thinking
(CPD0548)
16 - 17 May 2022 (Mon - Tue); 9:15am - 5:15pm; HK$3,000 (HK$2,600 for HKIE
Member)

Project Management Fundamental (CPD0549)
3 May 2022 (Tue); 9:15am - 5:15pm; HK$1,500 (HK$1,300 for HKIE Member)

Seven Habits of Success
23 - 24 May 2022 (Mon - Tue); 9:15am - 5:15pm; HK$3,000 (HK$2,600 for HKIE
Member) (CPD0550)
25 - 26 July 2022 (Mon - Tue); 9:15am - 5:15pm; HK$3,000 (HK$2,600 for HKIE
Member) (CPD0737)

• 20 May 2022 (Fri) (CPD0558)
• 30 June 2022 (Thu) (CPD0662)
• 30 July 2022 (Sat) (CPD0747)
1:30pm – 5:30pm; HK$1,500 (HK$1,200 for HKIE Member)

Impactful Communication and Negotiation Skills
• 23 June 2022 (Thu) (CPD0659)
• 20 July 2022 (Wed) (CPD0744)
9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$1,600 (HK$1,300 for HKIE Members)

Accelerating your business' growth with Six Sigma
• 7 June 2022 (Tue) (CPD0655)
• 22 July 2022 (Fri) (CPD0745)
9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$1,600 (HK$1,300 for HKIE Members)

Consultative Selling and Negotiation Skill (CPD0649)

Becoming an Inspirational Leader

13 - 14 June 2022 (Mon - Tue); 9:15am - 5:15pm; HK$3,000 (HK$2,600 for HKIE
Member)

• 18 June 2022 (Sat) (CPD0657)
• 4 July 2022 (Mon) (CPD0739)
9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$1,600 (HK$1,300 for HKIE Members)

Improving Problem-solving skills on phone (CPD0650)
7 June 2022 (Tue); 9:15am - 5:15pm; HK$1,500 (HK$1,300 for HKIE Member)

Building Win-win partnership in your Supply Chain

Build high performing team (CPD0651)

• 12 May 2022 (Thu) (CPD0555)
9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$1,600 (HK$1,300 for HKIE Members)

6 June 2022 (Mon); 9:15am - 5:15pm; HK$1,500 (HK$1,300 for HKIE Member)

Project conflict & relationship management (CPD0738)
4-5 July 2022 (Mon - Tue); 9:15am - 5:15pm; HK$3,000 (HK$2,600 for HKIE
member)

Creativity and Innovation (CPD0736)
12 July 2022 (Tue); 9:15am - 5:15pm; HK$1,500 (HK$1,300 for HKIE member)

High Impact Presentation (CPD0735)
11 July 2022 (Mon); 9:15am - 5:15pm; HK$1,500 (HK$1,300 for HKIE member)

Venue: 1/F Nathan Tower, 518 -520 Nathan Road,
Yaumatei (to be confirmed)
Registration: Please download the Enrollment Form
from the HKIE website and return to STEP with
a crossed cheque made payable to “STEP Coaching
& Consulting Limited” for the attention of Mr Stephen
LAM.

ISO14001:2015 EnMS Internal Auditor Training
• 14 May 2022 (Sat) (CPD0556)
9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$1,600 (HK$1,300 for HKIE Members)

Managing Health and Safety of your staffs in
compliance with ISO 45001
• 21 May 2022 (Sat) (CPD0559)
9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$1,600 (HK$1,300 for HKIE Members)

Enhancing Business Efficiency & Effectiveness with
LEAN
• 25 May 2022 (Wed) (CPD0560)
• 14 July 2022 (Thu) (CPD0742)
9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$1,600 (HK$1,300 for HKIE Members)

Creating a well-organized workplace with 5S
• 25 June 2022 (Sat) (CPD0660)
• 08 July 2022 (Fri) (CPD0740)
9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$1,600 (HK$1,300 for HKIE Members)

Successful Manager Series – (2) Workshop on Building
Your Influencing Power
• 31 May 2022 (Tue) (CPD0562)
9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$1,600 (HK$1,300 for HKIE Members)
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For course details and application forms, please refer to the Course Calendar under Continuing Professional Development at the HKIE homepage at http://www.hkie.org.hk.
Please note that all course information is subject to alteration by Course Providers without prior notice.

Enabling agile response to market by shortening the
production cycle
• 7 May 2022 (Sat) (CPD0553)
9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$1,600 (HK$1,300 for HKIE Members)

Venue: Training Centre of TQM Consultants Co Ltd,
11/F Lockhart Centre, 301–307 Lockhart Road,
Wan Chai, Hong Kong
Registration: Please download the Enrollment Form
from the HKIE website and return to TQM with
a crossed cheque made payable to “TQM Consultants
Co., Ltd.” for the attention of “Account Dept, TQM
Consultants Co., Ltd. 11/F Lockhart Centre, 301 – 307
Lockhart Road, Hong Kong.”, or direct payment to
HSBC account number: 159-098045-838
Enquiries: Training Department at Tel: 2569 2883;
Fax: 2569 0108; Email: training@tqm.com.hk
U-Safe Consultancy Workshop (Online CPD Course)
eLearning: How to Report Environmental Performance
• 1 - 31 May 2022 (CPD0563)
• 1 - 30 June 2022 (CPD0663)
• 1 - 31 July 2022 (CPD0751)
Any time; HK$1,200

eLearning: Introduction of Environmental Audit
• 1 - 31 May 2022 (CPD0564)
• 1 - 30 June 2022 (CPD0664)
• 1 - 31 July 2022 (CPD0752)
Any time; HK$1,200

eLearning: Assurance Techniques for Compliance with
Health & Safety Rules
• 1 - 31 May 2022 (CPD0565)
• 1 - 30 June 2022 (CPD0665)
• 1 - 31 July 2022 (CPD0748)
Any time; HK$2,000

eLearning: How to Implement Sustainable Construction
Practices
• 1 - 31 May 2022 (CPD0566)
• 1 - 30 June 2022 (CPD0666)
• 1 - 31 July 2022 (CPD0749)
Any time; HK$800

eLearning: How to Manage Environmental Aspects &
Hazards
• 1 - 31 May 2022 (CPD0567)
• 1 - 30 June 2022 (CPD0667)
• 1 - 31 July 2022 (CPD0750)
Any time; HK$800

eLearning: Occupational Health and Hygiene
Management Practices
• 1 - 31 May 2022 (CPD0568)
• 1 - 30 June 2022 (CPD0668)
• 1 - 31 July 2022 (CPD0753)
Any time; HK$2,500

eLearning: Transition Guidance in ISO 45001:2018
Occupational Health and Safety Management System
• 1 - 31 May 2022 (CPD0569)
• 1 - 30 June 2022 (CPD0669)
• 1 - 31 July 2022 (CPD0755)
Any time; HK$800

eLearning: OHSAS 18001:2007 Implementation Practice
& Skill
• 1 - 31 May 2022 (CPD0570)
• 1 - 30 June 2022 (CPD0670)
• 1 - 31 July 2022 (CPD0754)
Any time; HK$2,500

CPD PROGRAMME

Design Thinking Workshop
• 28 June 2022 (Tue) (CPD0661)
9:30am - 5:00pm; HK$2,000 (HK$1,700 for HKIE Members)

Registration: Registration via Online Training Platform
www.procpdonline.com
Enquiries: Email: info@procpdonline.com

Standard Enrolment Procedures
Please complete and return the Standard Reply Form together
with a crossed cheque (if required) to respective organisers.
You may refer to respective course details for payment
method.
Please be reminded that applications will not be accepted
without submission of the appropriate fee.
For further details of the Standard Enrolment Procedures when
applying CPD courses and/or seminars organised by the HKIE,
please refer to the HKIE homepage at http://www.hkie.org.hk.
Enquiries
Please contact Training & Development Section, the HKIE at
Tel: 2895 4446 Fax: 2577 7791.

Continuing Professional
Development (CPD)
Requirements for Candidates
Applying to Become Corporate/
Associate Members
Candidates who would like to apply for Corporate or Associate
Membership must meet the CPD requirements of the Institution.
For application to Corporate Membership, candidates under
formal training route (Scheme “A”) must have undertaken a
minimum average of 45 hours (7.5 days) per year calculated
from the commencement date of Scheme “A”, up to the time
of the Professional Assessment. For general experience route,
candidates must meet a minimum average of 45 hours per
year for the six years immediately prior to their application
for Professional Assessment. For mature route, candidates
must have undertaken an average of 45 hours (7.5 days) per
year of relevant extra developmental updating for the three
years immediately prior to their application for Professional
Assessment.
For application to Associate Membership, candidates
under formal training route must have undertaken a
minimum average of 45 hours (7.5 days) per year from the
commencement date of training scheme, up to the time of
the Assessment. For general experience route or mature route,
candidates must have undertaken a minimum average of
45 hours (7.5 days) per year for the two years immediately prior
to their application for Assessment.

For course details and application forms, please refer to the Course Calendar under Continuing Professional Development at the HKIE homepage at http://www.hkie.org.hk.
Please note that all course information is subject to alteration by Course Providers without prior notice.
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LEGCO NEWS

WK Lo's LegCo Express
Extension of time for
government works contracts
and building covenant period
under land leases

Ir Dr The Hon Lo Wai Kwok
Representative of the Engineering
Functional Constituency of the
Legislative Council

Room 709, 7/F, Legislative Council Complex,
1 Legislative Council Road, Central,
Hong Kong
Tel: 2539 0610 Fax: 2539 0621
Email: wklo@engineer.com
Website: http://www.irdrwklo.hk

Appeal to the CE for support to
the Construction Industry
The Government will launch a new round
of the Employment Support Scheme
(ESS) to provide time-limited financial
support to employers to retain their
employees who would otherwise be
made redundant. In the tentative plan,
building contractors employing more
than 50 people are excluded from the
Scheme. I wrote to CE on 21 March and
urged the authorities to review the plan
and to support the contractors who
are affected adversely by the breaking
of the Work Chain, Supply Chain and
Capital Chain.

The Development Bureau announced
on 14 March its decision to grant
extension of time to government works
contracts and the building covenant
(BC) period under land leases of private
development projects having regard
to the impact on the development and
construction sectors caused by the fifth
wave of the COVID-19 epidemic. The
Development Bureau announced that,
for all government works contracts in
progress, the Government will flexibly
handle requests from contractors for
extension of time due to the impact of
this wave of the epidemic, for up to
a maximum period of six months; and for
all leases with unfulfilled BC as at today,
the original expiry of the BC period may
be extended at nil premium by up to
six months. I welcome the decision and
hope to minimise unease and pressure
that may be generated by the existing
contractual deadlines and BC periods.

Funding projects approved at
the FC meeting
At the FC meeting on 18 March,
members approved a total allocation
of $21.8 billion for 2022-23 for the
block allocations under the Capital
Works Reserve Fund. Another funding
project of $104.4 million was approved
for construction of public transport
interchange and carrying out associated
road improvement works to support the
proposed public housing development
at Tak Tin Street.

Temporary Protection
Measures for Business Tenants
(COVID-19 Pandemic) Bill
The Temporary Protection Measures for
Business Tenants (COVID-19 Pandemic)
Bill (“the Bill”) was introduced into the
LegCo to provide business tenants
of specified sectors with temporary
protection measures, thereby helping
them tide over short-term financial
difficulties arising from the impact
of COVID-19 epidemic. The Bill was
published in the Gazette on 18 March
and received its First Reading at the
LegCo meeting of 23 March. I joined the
Bills Committee in March.

Met the decoration industry
and listened to their concerns
In order to understand the impact of the
COVID-19 on the decoration industry, I
met representatives of the Hong Kong
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Decoration and Engineering Association
and listened to their concerns. The
association conducted a survey and
submitted the result to the Government
to reflect the industry’s hardships under
the epidemic and put forward feasible
suggestions to support the industry. I
hope the Government can solve the
urgent needs of the industry, so that the
future development of the decoration
industry can return to the right track as
soon as possible.

Launched the "Doctor see talk"
home-based anti-epidemic
video consultation service
Together with more than 20 medical
professionals, we arranged 4 rounds
of online video consultation service
in March to answer questions from
COVID-19 patients and their family
members. Thanks to the volunteers for
taking the time to participate in this
online consultation service.

Participated in the packing of
anti-epidemic service bags
On 31 March, I participated in the
packing of anti-epidemic service bags
with district members and volunteers in
Taipo. The whole programme involved
participants from various sectors with
over 17000 volunteers worked in 133
packaging centres of anti-epidemic
service bags. Upon completion of
packaging, the 3.5 million anti-epidemic
service bags will be delivered to all
households in 18 districts in Hong Kong in
a week from 2 April.

